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Introduction
A reference in The Cambridge History of American Literature
was my first awareness of Godey T s Lady * s Book . Edgar Allen Poe
had sold to this publication his Literati and several stories.
Years later the Godey fashion prints, popular for lampshades and
bedroom decorations, aroused my curiosity. I wanted to see the
magazine that gave its readers both fashions and The Cask of
Amontillado
.
Examination of a few volumes revealed a rich field
of Americana. I resolved to know more about the Lady 1 s Book , to
find out exactly what part it had played in the literary and
social development of our nation.
My first work was a rapid examination of issues chosen at
random to represent the various decades of publication. Then I
read in nearly all the volumes available, beginning with the
first number; after familiarizing myself with the whole picture,
I made careful study of the best years. Concurrent with this
work I traced down in magazines and books references to Godey T s
Lady 1 s Book and to the publisher and the lady editor, Louis A.
Godey and Sarah Josepha Hale. I have examined other magazines
that were contemporary and incorporated my findings for compara-
tive study.
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Early in the nineteenth century begins a period of expan-
sion for the United States. The increase in territory is ac-
companied by a development of the country *s resources. A large
increase in the wealth of the people, the opening of new high-
ways and railways, the building of canals and a fine merchant
marine, and the many new inventions, which gave impetus to the
manufacturing industries of the New England and Middle Atlantic
States, as well as increasing the agricultural output of the
South and the West, had marked influences. These influences
found expression in the growth of a new spirit of nationality
and democracy. Zeal for the success of the new government and
the repeated, though diminished, fervor of Revolutionary Days,
with the declaration of war in 1812, furthered this nationality.
By 1830 we find mental and spiritual stimuli new to this land,
but destined to influence it in many ways. Many matters, so-
cial, political, literary, ripen in the next thirty years, but
only one decade has nassed before the American people enter
into another period of their development. Years of debate and
dispute concerning the problems of state rights and slavery
lead to a bitter struggle of civil war, followed by years of
reconstruction, harder and more bitter than those years spent
in debate and fighting.
The general spirit of the time is political, and its men-
tal and spiritual stimuli are well-marked in the literature of
the time. Transcendentalism, communistic societies, lyceums,
reformations not yet materialized, are among the agitations
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found. Only the minor writers, however, are caught Ion# in
sectionalism, partisanship, or transcendental reform. The major
writers of the period reflect the deep undercurrent of perman-
ent thought and emotion. With a large emphasis on the moral and
religious nature of man, men of letters are more in harmony with
nature and less dependent upon the English writers than were the
Americans of the two preceding centuries. It is true that By-
ron, Wordsworth, Scott, Moore, Keats, and Coleridge still made
a large English influence. Moreover, there appears on this side
of the Atlantic, not many years after 1829, when Ralph Waldo
Emerson began his study of German literature, a strong Teutonic
influence. There is, nevertheless, a new individualism in our
literature, and we find the beginnings of a literary criticism
and of the short story, both of which are truly American.
This long period of about eighty years, beginning with the
new century, is possibly the richest period in the literature
of our country. It is the period of Irving and Cooper, of Bry-
ant, Poe, Longfellow, Lowell, Whittier, Emerson, Holmes, Lanier,
Whitman, and of Thoreau. Hawthorne, Cooke, Mrs. Stowe, Bret
Harte
,
R. H. Dana, Jr., and Sedgwick are important authors, and
Timrod, Willis, Pinkney, Drake, Halleck, Hayne
,
and Taylor are
first among the minor poets. Clay and Calhoun, Everett and
Webster, Bancroft and Prescott, and Jared Sparks, Charming and
Bushnell, Parkman and Motley, are making their contributions.
The Alcotts, Margaret Fuller, Verplanck, Beecher, Story, Simms,
and many others are publishing books or making contributions to
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the periodicals. Among these contributors to the magazines of
that time were many who, though most popular they, are now for-
gotten. Four of them are N. P. Willis, Mrs. Osgood, G. P.
Morris, and James G. Percival.
Minor writers often found a publisher for their writings
only in the annuals and gift books for ladies, and in the month-
lies, which, from 1815, increased steadily in number and popu-
larity, The annuals and gift books were first started by Eng-
lish editors. Introduced into America in 1825, they found large
favor here. Although their height of quantity production does
not come until 1845, the summit of influence comes ten years
before that date. Mr. Ralph Thompson cites eight hundred fifty-
five literary annuals or gift books that blossomed forth between
the years 1825 and 1865. These publications were intended for
profits, and their publishers were content with the minor works
of the leading native writers. Of the large number of native
American authors who reached their maturity in the forties,
very few escaped the enterprising bookmen. Walt Whitman, Henry
David Thoreau, and Herman Melville were not contributors, un-
less they used a pseudonymity which has not been disclosed.
Examples, combining the interest of embellishments with
that of prose and verse, include:
The Atlantic Souvenir
,
1826-1832
The Talisman, 1828-1830
The Diadem
,
1845-1847
Less long-lived but not necessarily of smaller interest in
their own time were these:
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The Memorial
.
1827-1828
The Western Souvenir
.
1828
The Offering
.
1829
The Magnolia
.
1836-1837
Still others were The Token
.
The Gift
.
and. of considerable in-
terest to a student of Godey's, The Opal
.
published 1843-1848
and edited in 1845, 1848, and 1849 by Mrs. Sarah Josepha Hale.
In round numbers, there w^ere close to two thousand differ-
ent gift books that appeared, producing a phenomenon in publica-
tions to parallel the mushroom tendency so familiar in other
fields of American endeavor. Soon the prototypes of the annuals
were appearing as monthlies. Among them were the following:
The Weekly Visitor and Ladies * Museum
,
New York
The Ladies 1 Literary Cabinet
.
New York
The Ladies r Magazine
.
Savannah
The New York Mirror and Ladies ' Literary Gazette
.
New York
The Album and Ladles * Weekly Gazette
.
Philadelphia
The Philadelphia Album and Ladies 1 Literary Portfolio .
Philadelphia
The Casket
.
or ^lowers of Literature
.
Wit, and Sen-
timent
.
Philadelphia
The Ladies * Magazine and Literary Gazette
.
Boston
While the annuals <?nd gift books were being sold by the
thousands, a certain publisher, with a good business plan, ar-
ranged to bring out a publication that combined the most impor-
tant features of the annuals and the monthlies. In January,
1830, appeared the first number of Godey * s Lady T s Book . The
Philadelphia Gazette of 1836 describes its publisher as a man
"having a felicitous knack of hitting the taste of the times, -1-
-1-Pattee--The Development of the Short Story
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and Professor Pattee, commenting on the Lady’s book, calls at-
tention to the fact that its publisher had "conceived what
proved to be a revolutionary idea."-l-
The publisher who conceived the idea of a gift book, is-
sued monthly and laying emphasis on features that had a strong
feminine appeal, was Louis Antoine Godey, one of the men who
made Philadelphia a center of culture and literary work. Phila-
delphia, says Meade Minnegerode, away from the repression of New
England, the moral evils of New York, and the spirit of the
frontier, was, at this time, a quiet, domestic, and •Quakerish
city and the center of society. -2- Hither came Godey from New
York City, where he had been born June 6, 1804. Like a more
recent youth from that city, Edward M. Bok, long the editor of
The Ladies ’ Home Journal
.
a popular monthly still published in
Philadelphia, Godey enjoyed a long and successful career as a
publisher. After owning the Lady ’ s Book for forty-seven years,
he retired in 1877, profusely self-commendatory of his labors.
He did not, however, long enjoy the riches of success, but died
a year later, November 20, 1878. Little is known about his
life. We know that he was educated in New York City, where he
for many years kept a circulating library. He was largely self-
taught and not a literary man in the ordinary acceptance of the
term. He was a practical printer, who had a varied experience
-1-Pattee— The Development of the Short Story
-2-Minnegerode--Fabulous Forties
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in the printing business, and his admirable perseverance and
determination resulted in large success. At his death, he left
over one million dollars, great wealth for those days. This
fortune was made from his publications, which included The Daily
Chronicle t Jarvis ’s Musical Library . and The Young People * s Boo
The Lady ’ s Book , however, was "his pride and Bible, as it was
for years of every right-thinking American woman. "-1- The maga-
zine might be forgotten today were it not for fashion’s interest
in Godey’s colored plates. These colored fashion plates in time
cost Godey as much as three thousand dollars a year, and gave a
score of women regular employment when there was one plate a
month. Later on with a circulation of 100,000 copies each is-
sue, the publisher could announce that he spent eicht thousand
dollars each year just for the hand coloring of the nlates. The
Lady ’ s Book
,
however, was not only helpful, but very extensive
in its influence. Closely allied with it are Godey’s life and
his personality, which effects the purpose, methods, and results
of the magazine
.
Philadelphia was at that time, and has ever been, friendly
to the publisher of the periodical. As early as April, 1829,
The North American Review
.
paid tribute to the Quaker City in
an article, entitled "American Annuals, with reviews of The
Atlantic Souvenir
.
The Token , and The Talisman . " Here is evi-
dence of Philadelphia’s supremacy in those days.. " The Token ,
-1-Warner- -Godey ’ s Lady's Book- -American Mercury, August, 1924
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edited Mr. N. P. Willis and published by Mr. S. G. Goodrich,
in our own Boston. The improvement in this work since its first
appearance, only last year, is scarce within measure. We then
almost trembled for the reputation of ’the fair city*. But the
present number we esteem, as able to stand a strict comparison,
side by side, with its twin from Philadelphia." Though the
city’s intellectual prestige was to take second-place in the
nation in Godey’s time, it still exerted a large influence on
neighboring states and especially on the near West. There were
no rival magazines published in the city at the time of the
initial appearance of the Lady * s Book
,
except Graham’s, and the
people gave both enterprises their hearty support.
Few names of the once popular contributors have survived
to today, and it is not my intention to seek unwarranted praise
for these forgotten men and women. Periodicals spring up t
flourish, and wither like weeds today, with as great rapidity as
in the days of Godey. A luxuriance of waste accompanies every
great period, and the present generation has experienced a deluge
of cheap magazines, philandering love and flooding the country
with sentimental rubbish.
In contrast to the literary periodicals of the present, we
place those of the thirties and forties; they were intensely
conventional. The older ones are preferable, especially the
Lady ’ s Book
,
which did not wither soon after its birth. Of
those that did wither, The Atheneum
,
a journal of English
literature and the fine arts, got its material free, although
the subscription was five dollars a year ,and used engravings
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and fashion plates to entice subscribers, even in Boston, the
then exalted Athens of the New World. The Boston Miscellanv of
A
Literature and Fashion . edited by Nathan Hale, Jr., shocked its
writers with fashion plates. It could not appeal to popular
support and at the same time have the approval of James Russell
Lowell, to whom the editors paid fifteen dollars for a poem, and
of Mrs. Harriett Beecher Stowe, who was offered twenty dollars
for three pages. -1- Volume one, January- June
,
1842, contained
forty-four articles of prose, twenty-seven poems, a like num-
ber of literary notices, and six musical compositions. July
through December of that year printed an equal number of liter-
ary notices and songs, forty-five prose compositions and forty-
one poems. It was an auspicious beginning. "A book," said the
editor, "is a letter to the unknown friends one has in the world,"
Lowell contributed frequently, and his verses included his Son-
net to Ke at
s
. Hawthorne sent the editor A Virtuoso T s Collection.
The Cry of the Human by Elizabeth Barrett aopeared in the October
issue, and there were reviews of the Burney Papers, Essays of
Scott, and Tennyson’s Poems. The fashions, moreover, were done
with more restraint in lavishness of design and color. A table
of contents for that first year makes a literary curiosity for a
present-day reader: Rabbinical Proverbs
.
from Talmud and Mid-
rasch; American Sculptors in Italy
.
by Edward Everett; A Tale of
-1-Tassin--The Magazine in America
'.
- •
.
*
.
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"
a Salamander; Silent Love, a storv from the German of Caroline
Pichler; To Perdita
.
Singing
.
by J. R. Lowell; A Scene Among the
Tombs at Madrid ; Lost and Saved , a moral sketch; The Canary . a
story with an engraving on steel; and The Visionary Lover
.
a
group of sentimental verses.
If I may digress further by a fuller consideration of the
Boston Miscellany
.
it is to make a fuller aopreciation of the
Lady 1 s Book . It is interesting to consider, moreover, how many
ideas were borrowed from Godey by enterprising publishers for
their magazines; but I discovered nowhere in the Lady 1 s Book an
exposition to equal that which accompanied a steel engraving in
the September, 1842, issue. Pictured was the Astor House, a five
story structure with awnings for shops on the street level, a
two story entrance, and forty-nine windows facing Broadway on
the four upoer floors. "We give as one of the embellishments of
this number, a fine engraving of this beautiful and well-known
building. We exhibit to the reader its outside, and we do not
propose by any attempt at history or description to go with him
within it. The hotels of such a travelling people as our own,
soon become to a large part of the community familiar dwellings,
and for us to enlarge upon the peculiarities, conveniences, and
delights of any of our city caravanserais, might be, to the
majority of our readers, as if we were describing the precincts
of their own homes. We may say, however, for the benefit of
those who, like our venerable correspondent of the present num-
ber, have preferred to pass their lives under the shade of their
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own roof-trees, and eschew the growing conveniences of cars and
steamboats, and cabs and omnibus ses, (we know no authority for
that most irregular plural omnibui
.
used recently by a lady, an
esteemed correspondent of one of our contemporaries) that the
Astor House stands on the west side of Broadway, facing the
lower part of the Park, and that our engraving is an accurate
representation of it. The building of which a corner is seen in
the distance is the American House."
Another contemporary to be remembered is Graham * s Magazine
.
founded in 1841, when George Graham combined the Casket and the
Gentleman 1 s Magazine . Edgar Allen Poe was its editor for fif-
teen months in its infancy, 1841-1842, sixteen years before it
passed into oblivion. Poe received from Mr. Graham fifty- two
dollars for The Gold 3ug . and also received for the same story
the one hundred dollar prize of the Dollar Magazine . Graham 1 s
Magazine set a standard of recognition amonp: the literati never
to be equalled by the Lady * s Book . All of the literary talent
of the country except Washington Irving, who had made other
arrangements for manuscripts he wanted to publish in this way,
were contributors. Bryant, Cooper, Longfellow, Hoffman, Richard
H. Dana, Sr., Tuckerman, Osgood, and Bayard Taylor were repre-
sented. An editorial in 1853 explains in some degree this proud
roster* "We have spent as high as fifteen hundred dollars on a
single number for authorship alone. This is more than twice the
sum ever paid by any other magazine in America; while for years
our minimum rate was eight hundred dollars per number."
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Mr. Godey must have read these words. I doubt that they
caused him any annoyance. Perhaps he recalled them five years
later, in 1858, when Graham's rival publication ceased publica-
tion. Godey’ s grew steadily in favor, and, only after forty-
seven years of success under its original owner was it sold to
another. At the time of its sale, in 1877, Louis A. Godey de-
clared that not an immoral thought nor a profane word could be
found in its pages during the entire period of his connection
with it. As far as we can discover Godey speaks true. We are
ready to excuse the numerous idiosyncrasies and conventionalities
discovered in the book, in the light of this fact, that, while
the owner speaks only in the superlative of himself and the mon-
thly, he is true to his duty to his readers, as he understands
it, and never becomes a purveyor of questionable reading matter.
When we smile at sortie of the more amusing aspects of his book,
we smile at the whole period, for Godey and his fellow publish-
ers are not atypical of their fabulous period. Their magazines
are a reflection of their age.
As books were comparatively scarce in those early days, the
magazines were readily welcomed into the homes. The Lady ’ s Book
was the most popular, and attics were filled with it then, as
they are today with the Ladies' Home Journal
.
Woman ’ s Home Com-
panion
.
Good Housekeeping
.
Pictorial Review
.
Delineator
.
and
other magazines for woman and her home. Before he had finished
his work, Godey styled his book a national institution. ^t was
almost true. Here was a periodical of "most chaste refinement,"
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and as correct as its sermons on correct behavior. The joys of
home, a mother's love, a sister’s sorrow, are typical themes for
its literary output. The genesis of the Lady ' s Book comes in
ante-bellum days, in a period of many beginnings, and of nearly
as many endings . Book-selling lad not reached its present high-
tide. The publication of a book was a large undertaking, while
little backing was needed for t} e publication of a magazine.
Mr. Cairns has found in the State Historical ^ociet:;- of Wiscon-
sin Library one hundred and thirty-seven periodicals begun be-
tween 1815 and 1833, which he considered "literary.” This list,
he feels, could, without a doubt, be extended very far by re-
search elsewhere . -1- I think it reflects the ranid growth of
the nation in the nineteenth century. Only forty-five magazines
were started between 1741 and 1800 in America, a small but
promising beginning of greater enterprise. But Godey's, as we
have remarked before, was not destined to fail. Like the numer-
ous "annuals," surviving today only among the college and club
publications, Godey made use of those helps which were certain
to have a feminine appeal. There were embellished title pages
and elaborate bindings, and the magazine was replete with finely1
executed steel engravings and a light miscellany in prose and
verse. The contents varied from year to year, and some of the
departments which found their way into its sacred portals, for a
brief or a long period of time, were Godev’s Arm Chair, Literary
-1-Cairns, ^m . B.--0n the Development of American Literature
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Notices, Centre-Table Gossip, Poetry, Sonrs, Fiction, Table Talk,j
Book Reviews, Editor’s Table, Paris Notes, Fashions, Needlework,
„Health, Musical Column, Advice to Young Girls, Woman Suffrage,
Etiquette Rules, and Physical Culture. Besides these depart-
ments, there were numerous engravings and illustrative plates,
as well as model houses and cottages, and flattering letters fran
correspondents, a practice still followed. The few advertise-
ments were usually of Godey publications.
In 1879, the Louisville Monthly Magazine . distinctive for
its scientific and historical notes and chess department, called
the Lady * s Book "The Bouquet of the Boudoir". Godey said,
"There is something very pretty about that." In light of more
recent criticism, one wonders if the epithet was wholly compli-
mentary. After reading The Rise of American Civilization
.
I
re-examined the Louisville periodical and decided its editor had
not been too flattering of Godey * s place in the world of letters.
Contemporary appraisal is more frank. "In the technical advance
of the printing and illustrating arts, appeared a whole flock of
weeklies and monthlies, literally by the hundreds, to flourish
as a rule for a few months and then pass into oblivion. Of the
vast array, Godey * s Lady ’ s Book—reaped perhaps the richest har-
vest in cash, by making a successful combination of delicate
fiction suited to chaste minds with tasteful articles on em-
broidery and dinner table management .--it commanded while it
lasted some of the best talent of the period to mingle with the
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banalities. "-1-
Some of the regular features of the magazine are worthy of
particular notice. Foremost are the embellishments and the
fashions. The former of these two special attractions guaran-
teed for the reader a magazine illustrated with full-page, steel,
and line, and line and stipple, engravings and mezzotints, un-
equalled in any other contemporary American publication. Many
of them were well done, and today copies of the magazine are
often priced according to the number of plates they contain.
Some of the best and the most well-known of these embellishments
are The Meeting; Between ^auoleon and the Bmperor of Austria
.
Beniamin Disraeli
.
The Palace of the T-ujUeries
.
Constantinople
.
The Indian Maid
.
'‘‘he Fortune Teller
.
The Rustic Toilet
.
The
Fj she r Boy 1 s Repose
,
and The Flopangnt Prevented .
The fashion plates are often well-executed, and the longer
I look at these plates in Godey ’ s , the more I am convinced that
the styles were not too absurd. It was an age of affectations.
The prosperity of the States had reached a zenith never before
attained. Freed from the havocs of war, and, even worse, the
costly inexperience of early republic days, there was the means,
and the women had the time to devote themselves to French fash-
ions. They feared the danger of being called provincial, and, in
their desire to equal the women of London and of Paris, whom
they imagined as spending their lives in one glorious round of
-1-Beard, Charles and Mary—The Rise of American Civilization
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smart shops and bazaars, facinating boulevards, and magnificent
balls, the American was ready to rush fearlessly into every new
fad or fancy that had the foreign stamn of approval. Freed from
the tyrannies they had so deplored the centurv before, they were
glad to be slaves to any tyrant modiste, v.'hether her accent were
French or the detested cockney, made over by a few "Ouis" and a
"Morci, madame . " If the new tyrants were cruel ones, their sub-
jects were willing slaves. Vanitas vanitatis.' What did not
find a ready sale on the Continent soon came here, labelled, and,
for the modiste, perhaps better priced. Once closeted in its
American home the imported gown awaited the grand occasion for
its ’first-night,' trusting to ?race the freshness of youth, per-
haps challenged to restore the charms of the dowager. Daily it
was taken from its closet to be examined and admired by the de-
lightful squeals of women and the chosen words of an occasional
man, not interested in the ship news or political tirades of the
day. At last the eventful day arrived. The new gown stepped
into public view, retouched somewhat, for did not Paris always
go a step further? Sighs of admiration and of envy consoled the
wearer, who, laced in wasplike snugness, must have been somewhat
uncomfortable, even though she had suffered more before her hus-
band's purse had opened wide to foreign monarchs.
The women of that time, I believe, showed poor choice in
the blending of colors. There was little Grecian or Ancient
Roman simplicity. Preferred were late-Roman profusion of orna-
ment, Gothic cumbrousness and richness, and the florid Gothic,
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which was decorated with a medley of frills, ribbons, and but-
tons. Mrs. Hale, an editor of Godey’s, opposed the extremes and
absurdities of fashion, and denounced the indelicacies and de-
formities of costume that are treason against health, modesty,
and good taste. I doubt that she had admitted tbe fashions to
the literary Lady * s Book without reluctance, but, feeling that
need of a reform, she was read:/ to act as a corrective force and
did all that she could to improve the fashions, urging the Am-
erican women to study the art of dress, as did the Parisian, and
never to go to extremes. She encouraged her readers to be less
gullible, and to wear the correct things from Paris and London,
and not the "frippery ornaments, 1 ' which the foreigners could sel.
only to the Yankees. Attempt was made in the fashion plates to
combine the latest and most elegant fashions of full dress with
that ease and grace which nature should display. "A^t great
expense," Mr. Godey "engaged an artist of taste and celebrity,
to reform tbe foreign fashions, as far as health and delicacy
require." These plates, by a Mr. Croome
,
the artist, were dis-
cussed by the editor, along v;ith observations and notes on the
new materials. In writing about this reform, Mrs. Hale says
that she "hopes that the Fashion Plates of the Lady ’ s Book are
doing good," and women of "high- standing" throughout the country
agreed that Mrs. Hale was doing a great work. The "golden op-
inions" of these women gave her "no small satisfaction." From
them she received the necessary encouragement to write for her
readers against the "barbarous ordeal" of piercing children’s
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ears for earrings, and to urge the young women to exercise, for
occasional promenades or dances were not sufficient to preserve
their figures, so that they could sit erect, and "remain so with
ease
.
11
Emphasis has been laid on the fashions of Godey * s Book
.
since the propriety of the adoption of such a olan by a literary
magazine caused, as previously pointed out, abundant discussion
at that time. This policy won for its publishers the disfavor
of many literary personages, and resulted in misunderstandings
as to the main purpose of the Lady’s Book. In defense, we claim
the periodical to be a belles-lettres publication. At no time
before the Rebellion do the fashions predominate in a single
issue. "Fashions" were for ^rs . Hale and Louis Antoine Godey a
chance for a popular reform, and they used their opportunity
punctiliously, in a manner that we find distressing. The fash-
ions did need reform, but their alarm and distress make us a-
shamed to enjoy the fashionable appendages and accessories of
those days, much as we should like to do so. Why were they so
disturbed by such trivial affairs? Because they liked reform,
and because it meant larger popularity and success for the maga-
zine, if they could, and they did, win their cause. There is an
interesting note in the March issue, 1839. It is an apology for
having no fashion plate this month, for "there has been no ma-
terial change," and because "we could not get it ready in time."
Though Mrs. Hale must tell the truth, she prudently consoles her
many subscribers, including the "great and unexpected addition,"
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that the February fashions are still acceptable.
Frequently a selection of music, suitable for the organ and
voice, was included in the features of the magazine. The accor-
dion was a popular instrument then, and the editor naturally
calls attention to a new, musical instrument, the harmonic lute,
a modification of "the admired for its richness of tone" accor-
dion. The lute is of special interest to the ladies as its
handling is "well calculated to call forth a display of grace
and elegance of execution, not found in the accordion." Most
of the music published was sentimental. Favorites included
The Withered Rosebud
.
The Broken Heart
.
0 Come With Me In My
Little Canoe
.
From Stem To Stem The Wild Bee Sips
.
In Grief
Companionship Is Sweet
.
and She Is Thine and Only Thine
.
There
is a song, called To The Prairie I *11 Fly Not, in answer to Oh
.
Fly
'
1
'o The Prairie . Here ’
s
A Health To Thee
.
Mary is followed
the next month by a ballad, more to the point and composed ex-
pressly for the Lady 1 s Book by Sycln©y Pearson of the Tremont
Theatre, Boston, entitled Dear Mary
.
I Love Thee
.
Mr. Godey and his helpers praised themselves for their
success and r'or their good works. They knew their Book was the
textbook of the kitchen and the arbiter of elegance in the par-
lor. "From a pictorial standpoint, the Lady ' s Book represented
the 'ne plus ultra’ of its time."-l- A literary publication we
repeatedly have named it, and yet no review of Moby Bj ck or of
-1-Smith, F. L.--When the Lady’s Book Was Young— Independent,
1927
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The Scarlet Letter ever appeared there-in. Perhaps the editors
thought that our two great classic novels, like Hi awatha
.
would
"never be popular in America." "We know the Indian too well.
There is no romance in the red man's real life. cannot be
made the hero of song or chivalry or romance." Idylls of the
King was severely criticized and it was many years after pub-
lication before Enoch Arden
.
a poem about "a good woman doing
good," was included in literary notices. Robert Browning, as
far as I can discover, is not mentioned, but there are remarks
on the death of Elizabeth Barret Browning. The Brontes present
an enigma to Mrs. Hale in 1848, "How many are they," she asks,
"and are they men or women?" Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights
were never recommended reading for Mrs. Hale's public. Thacl»ray
and Dickens fare little better with scant and unsatisfactory
reviews. One looks in vain for any discussion as lively as this
excerpt from the Boston Miscellany . (Volume 3) reviewing Ameri -
can Notes for General Circulation by Charles Dickens. "Writers
of every degree of calibre have taken upon themselves to dis-
cuss the United States, as it were a subject as easily treated
as a question of passing moment meant to be just and
candid
"I never dreamed of his total deficiency in that liberality
of feeling which, as it characterizes every well-educated gentle-
man, I always wish to believe is born with nature's noblemen--
the manof genius--from whatsoever rank he may have sprung. • But
when do I find this rank savor of vulgarity? I'll tell you, my
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friend. I apply the same test to this cleverest of British tra-
velers, that we country people do to your Broadway flashers, who
sometimes come among us to astonish the natives. H© shows his
cockney breeding in his impatience of difficulties, which would
amuse a born gentleman.
"
The early numbers of the Lady ; s Book in no way compare with
those numbers that appear after the arrival of Mrs. Hale in 1837.
Perhaps capital was lacking, also, for the early numbers were
printed on a paper inferior to that used later on, and the type
was poor. Embellishments oi thie early issues were fewer, and
none of the articles was original. The^ were, mostly, the
writings of English authors, undoubtedly used by the editor with-
out the consent of or payment to the owner. This was changed
somewhat by the end of the third year. In 1833, a title page,
engraved on a black background and framed with a border of three-
fourth inch wide, most daintily and delicately engraved lace,
announced the Lady 1 s Book to be
A Monthly Magazine of
Belles-Lettres and the Arts
The Lady 1 s Book
containing
A choice and multifarious variety of
Original and Selected
Literary Compositions.
Embellished with several Hundred different
Engravings.
Designed and Executed
By the most Eminent Artists;
With beautiful illustrations of the prevailing
Fashions
,
Splendidly Coloured and Various
,
Patterns for Ornamental Embroidery.
In addition to which its Contents
embrace a number of the most
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Popular Melodies,
set to Music, and arranged for the
Piano Forte.
Published by L. A. Godey and Co., Franklin Place
Philadelphia.
Agents are appointed in all parts of the United States.
1833 and the next year produced few issues that contain
interesting material. There was a tale, called The Snow Feather.
which may be quoted, not as a typical, but rather as one of the
extremes of the then-current fiction, so popular with the readers
of its day. The tale begins, "To the woods, to the woods, gen-
tle reader. Release your lips from their polished smile." Our
sympathy for the heroine, however, was not aroused until later,
when-- "She stood in a high hall of England--her small foot
pressed the flowers of Turkish looms in silken hose, and slipper
of damask; the crimson of her rich brocade was flowered with
gold; there were pearls on her broidered vest, and jewels in her
hair; the knots of its dark folds that were gathered on her brow,
the heavy curls that fell on her neck, and every fold of that
splendid costume, wore the charmed mold of fashion. The noonday
sun melted through damask curtains, on the rich furniture of that
lofty room; it fell like the light of roses over the deep brun-
ette of those exquisitely molded features, and dark diamond-like
eyes lighted their bloom with the gleams of high and chastened
intellect. ’Rebecca,’ said a low, calm voice, and the
dreaming lady lifted her eye among the gleaming mirrors, and old
rich pictures threw around her the sunshine of ancient days, and
young and smiling faces of the dead of other ages; the voice had
called her back, from the sweet and blessed haunts of memory.
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and she wept again.
"
Godey ’ s displays at times a delicious frankness that we
seldom find today. The use of perfumes by men is deplored and
considered to be "disgusting," and we -^ead that "Travelling to
boobies is of great use. It changes them from stupid blockheads
into prating coxcombs; it improves them as bottling does small
beer, which then becomes brisk without growing stronger." In
the same number, July, 1833, remarks in the department called
’Lady Poets' include the following one: "Hannah More is alive,
but in a state that would render death a blessing; a memoir, by
a 'constant friend,' is already prepared." In those days,
graveyards were never shunned, for their impressions of thought-
ful melancholy were not considered disagreeable
,
and were grate-
fully received by the "fair reader."
The fiction for those two years included The Broken Vow by
Mrs. Norton, The -Forced Marriage
.
The Barber of Madrid, The Irish
Clergyman ' s Daughter . Tfre Veiled Plcture--A Tale of the Fine
Arts
.
The Bashful Wooer- -written much in the style of the ama-
teur work now appearing in a magazine that offers prizes for
true stories, and Sir Roger De Calverley ' s Ghost -- a well written
and very interesting tale. The poetry includes The Artie Lover
to His Mistress by William Cullen Bryant, The Nightingale by
Coleridge, T^e Forsaken and On the Death of sir Walter Scott by
Mrs. Norton, Byron ' s Residence by J. A. Shea, The >:-idow ' s Bridge.
and a poem by Alpha, entitled To a bird
.
which fled on the
author ' s approach
.
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There is a pood biographical memoir of Lord B'-ron, and the
publisher "filled-in" after a custom never abandoned, with arti-
cles on Ne 1 s on ’ s Pillar « The Largest Tree in the World
.
Musical
Composers and the funeral of Alexander the Great
.
We read that
the London Encyclopedia of Architecture
.
seeing a great change
in the iron trade because of the new process for smelting iron,
warns against unskilful architecture in the new homes, which wiH
be all iron. "Imperishable monuments of bad taste" must be care-
fully guarded against. In the January number, 1834, all the
tales are marked "Original." From then on, native material
dominates. There is no longer the early dependence on English
annuals and magazines for a ’gratis' literary supply. In 1835
there is, nevertheless, a translation of E. T. A. Hoffman’s The
Sandman that scarcely brought a royalty. The fiction had to be
short, so that an entire offering could be printed in one issue.
There wss a ’continued’ story published in 1836, but Godey made
an apology for it, promising that the practice would not be re-
peated. Nor was it repeated while he remained the sole editor.
Godey revelled in his success as a publisher and in these early
years was laying the foundations of the huge fortune he was to
make out of the Lady ’ s Book . Meanwhile, to speak what we belies
to be true, he awaited the coming of the first of the month, when
he would enjoy the latest product of his success. Looking back
at these early efforts, we are grateful that the time was not
long distant when Mrs. Hale would gather her robes of feminism
and the 'glory of womanhood’ about her, and desert Boston for
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Philadelphia ' s friendly atmosphere. The Lady 1 s Book must await
her coming, before Godey can find his cup of joy overflowing.
Fore- ordained or not, I do not know, but certain it is, Mrs.
Hale and Godey' s 'monthly messenger' go together. To us, today,
they seem inseparable.
In 1837 we find the absorption by Godey of The American
Ladies ' Magazine and Literary Gazette
.
published at Boston.
With this magazine comes its editor, Mrs. Sarah Josepha Hale,
already mentioned several times in this article. She is to be
co-worker with Godey on the Lady ' s Book , now called "The Lady's
Book and Magazine." Mrs. Hale was born at Newport, New Hampshire
October 24, 1790. She was well educated by her mother. In 1814
she married David Hale, a lawyer of superior intelligence and
the brother of Salma Hale, a historian. With the death of her
husband eight years later, she was left with five children. As
she found versification easy and had done considerable writing,
she collected her poems in 1823 into a subscription edition, en-
titled, The Genius of Oblivion : and Other Poems
,
by a lady of
New Hampshire. It was sent out with a circular stating that not
fame nor vanity, but the necessity of supporting her children,
was the reason for the volume. Four years later Bowles and
Dearborn, Boston, published her first novel, Northwood
,
a Tale
of New England . It won for her an unsigned review in the Septem-
ber number, 1833, of the American Monthly Review . The Review
praised her talents, tastes and virtues, and found her prose
.g
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style, "easy and flov/ing, though not always correct. It is
generally good idiomatic English, but with an occasional ’Ameri-
canism' . Its chief fault is its diffuseness. It needs compres-
sion, and that would give her thoughts much greater effect. A
little more care in confining her mind to the precise train of
reflections, or the particular character before her, or to the
present scene, would essentially improve her writings." The
same review, speaking of her poems, found it possible to speak
kindly. "'There was," in her book of poems, "no display of bril-
liant and commanding genius, strong passion, or very profound
thought : --but there were culture of mind, poetical conception,
and true womanly feeling.
"
It is a review of remarkable frankness and value that might
be read by present day reviewers. It is no mere blurb to please
the publisher advertising in the book reviewer’s paper. I found
Northwood still readable. One derives from it a fairly good
picture of the houses, furniture, customs of the people, and
their thoughts. The tale ends with a memorable sentence, "The
mission of American slavery is to Christianize Africa." As early
as 1827 Mrs. Hale had declared that civil war would come to the
United States through economic rivalry, not slavery. Her con-
cern for the Negro long continued, and in 1853 she brought out
a story which aimed to show the advantages of Negro emigration
from the United States to Liberia. It was Liberia : or Mr . Pey-
ton ’ s Experiments .
In 1828 she wss called to Boston to edit The Ladies * Maga-
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zlne, devoted to "female education and the moral improvement o
society." Attracted by her success, Godey planned the annexa-
tion effected by 1837, and then begins for the Lady ' s Book its
greater day. From now on, in going over the magazine, we nead
humorous little sermons from her busy pen. She is human and
progressive, but her preaching, although edifying, is replete
with Victorian sentiment and morality. Mr. Tassin calls her
sermons "monthly messages of peace and love." For many years
she aimed to render the Lady * s Book "the guiding star of female
education, the beacon-light of refined taste, pure morals, and
practical wisdom." A reformer and a lover of good causes, she
was instrumental in the substitution of the word 'woman' for the
commonly used 'female'. We read in 1855, "'He went over to the
females,' is ambiguous and insulting. The females could be
mares or she-asses." She substituted the word 'male' for man,
and was almost belligerent when Matthew Vassar insisted that the
school his money founded was called Vassar Female College. That
was in 1861, the year the college received its charter: in 1867,
the 'Female' was deleted from its name.
Mrs. Hale was the originator of the Seaman's Aid Society,
raised the funds for bhe completion of the Bunker Hill Monument,
and, after urging the national celebration of Thanksgiving Day,
her suggestion, repeated over a period of twenty years, was ad-
opted by Lincoln in 1864.-1- Her success as a popular magazinist
-1-Tarbell--The American Woman, American Magazine, March, 1910.
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and leading lady editor of her day, and as a writer and compiler
of books, was attained by her own ambition and effort. She pub-
lished Poems for Our Children in 1830, and in it is the only
poem of hers that is well known today. ^er nursery rhyme, "Mary
had a little lamb," still gambols in the hearts of the little
folk, as well loved as are the rhvmes of Mother Goose. Richard
Walden Hale endeavored in 1904 to end the di scute concerning its
authorship . -1- A Mrs. Mary E. Tyler declared that at the age of
eleven, in 1817, she had taken a pet lamb to school. John
Roulstone, another pupil, presented her with twelve verses in-
spired by the incident and she learned them. About 1842, Mrs.
Tyler read the poem of twenty-four verses, which had appeared
in Mrs. Hale's book of children's poems, and asserted the verses
were not original with Mrs. Lale . The literary dispute reached
its climax in 1878, and it is on the events of that year that
the question of authorship is still debated. Mrs. Tyler, now
well advanced in years, unravelled stockings claimed to be made
from the wool of her pet sheep. Pieces of this yarn were pinned
to cards bearing Mrs. Tyler's autograph and sold to raise funds
for protection of the Old South Meeting House, Boston. Mrs.
Hale, agitated naturally by the turn of events, instructed her
son to write "every poem in this book ( Poems for Our Children )
was of her own composition." It is incredible that any person
should question the honesty of the Lady Editor. Mrs. Tyler may
-1-Century, Vol. 67--March, 1904
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have remembered incorrectly. There must have been two poems.
Mrs. Haleys books were numerous. Sketches of American
Character appeared in 1829, and in the following year, Conver -
sations on the Burman Mission . Carey and Hart, Philadelphia
,
brought out a collection of short stories, Traits of American
Life
,
in 1835, and two years later a Boston publisher offered
for sale The Ladies * Wreath, a selection from the female poetic
writers of England and America . Close on its heels came The
Good Housekeeper
.
or the way to live well and to be well while
we live; containing directions for chop si nr and preparing food,
in regard to health , economy and taste . Less than twenty years
later Mrs. Hale is profiting from the sales of The Ladles * New
Book of Cookery . Besides recipes and "Hints for a Household"
there are rules for a dinner party, with an exposition on carv-
ing; and the book derives a certain elegance from an essay, "The
Philosophy of Cooking." In 1860 appeared the first of several
editions of flora 1 s Interpreter
.
and Fortuna FI ora . There were
many imitations, "thus," according to its author, "proving its
excellence." Provided is an Index of Flowers and Interpretations!
from A Belles-Orchis to Youthful Innocence--White Lilac. Over
two hundred interpretations are listed, making a complete lan-
guage of flowers that could be the Basic English of the florist
trade
.
Happy Homes and Good Society All the Year Round, 1867 and
later editions, was "dedicated to young people particularly, and
to all who seek for happiness in this life, or for the hope of
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happiness in the life to come." Etiquette, conventions, Sunday,
and holidays are carefully considered, and Queen Victoria is ex-
tolled as "a beautiful example for all youn,? wives." The phil-
osophy found here is all happiness and conscious superiority.
"It seems as if the two Anglo-Saxon Peoples were intrusted with
the holy duty of keeping pure the 1 ome of woman and the altar of
God The Anglo-Saxon peoples have another bond of unity,
—
they represent home-life, in its highest characteristics among
the nobility of England, and in its best asnects, of purity and
happiness in America."
The Dictionary of Political Quotations
. 1855; Love : or
Woman * s Destiny
.
a poem in two parts, 1870; and The Heavens of
Our Oniverse : the Temple of Jehovah
. 1879, are among her latest
efforts. She wrote or edited a score of other books, including
her magnum opus. Woman * s Record . Its title pare is more com-
plete: Woman ' s Record ; or ^ketches of all Distinguished Women,
from The Creation to A. D. 1868. Arranged In Four Eras. With
Selections From Authoresses of Each Era By Mrs. Hale, Authoress
of "Northwood," "The Vigil of Love," Etc., Etc. Illustrated By
Two hundred And Thirty Portraits.
Inscribed to the Men of America; who Show, in Their Laws
and Customs, Respecting Women, Ideas More Just and Feelings More
Noble Than Were Ever Evinced By Man Gf Any Other Nation: May
"Woman's Record" Meet The Approval Of the Sons of our Great
Republic; The World will Then Know the Daughters are Worthy of
Honour
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The compilation was a considerable task, "three years of
hard study and labor that woman’s life (might be) truly
and completely displayed,” Her sources are the ’Bible
,
Dictionaries
of Biography, Histories, Travels, Reviews, and a few French and
Italian contemporaries." The nine hundred eighteen cages are
divided into four sections, each representing an era. In the
first are included Agrippina, ^leopatra, Sapnho. Readily recog-
nized in the next era are Anne Boleyn, Joan of Arc, and Heloise.
The third era presents, with many others, Queen Anne, Madame
D’Arblay, Josephine Buonoparte
,
and wives of the Presidents. A
curious reader micht be more interested in what the fourth era
holds, when Mrs. Hale apnraises her contemnoraries
,
including
Jenny Lynd, Mrs . Sigourney, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Mrs.
Trollope, and Queen Victoria.
She was a good mother and cared well for her children. One
son went through West Point Academy, and two sons were graduated
from Harvard College. One of them, Horatio, became a distin-
guished ethnologist. No woman of that day so well understood the
American Woman as did Mrs. Hale, and all women should do honor to
her memory. She was ever in sympathy with the homely ideas of
Christian duty, and laboured to make the world better and hatpler.
Woman, for Mrs. Hale, is the superior of man, but she never ad-
vocated Woman's HigVitg to an extreme point, for her belief in
woman's gentility was fundamental, and she feared the dancer of
losing any of her womanliness. In the Woman ' s Record , we find
Woman, "the last work of creation," "the crown of all," and her
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explanation to St. Paul's statement that woman should remain
covered in the church illustrates her pleasant extremes in ex-
positions. By her reasoning, it is the "privilege of the super-
ior in the presence of the inferior" man, who must enter the
church with uncovered head. Mrs. Ba ]_ e lived at the beginning of
a new dav for womankind, and she found exnression not only for
herself, but, at the same time, gave voice to that vast "mute
multitude who die and give no sign. " After her death a society
of which she had been a member read this tribute into its minutes:
'he solved, that we admire and would emulate the noble industry
that made her work of more than seventy- five years a molding ele-
ment in the character of the women of our country in that while
guarding with jealous care women’s real rights and highest culture
she so mingled in her daily life and writings the spirit of pro-
gress with true conservation that she never compromised true
womanly nature •
"
7> ^ 'y a so?' u o ic' i ibe had
>uen o \v ' .
Mhi. Ha ) * Js
tie#' editorship of the literary department resulted in a
large improvement in the Lady 1 s Book . This was partly due to her
own contributions, but mostly because she could make better dis-
criminations in the selection of contributed articles. She fos-
tered native genius, and had a small army of willing writers,
eager for her indorsement. American journalism rarely allows the
author to write entirely as he wants to write, and this was par-
ticularly true of that galaxy of now-forgotten writers who wrote
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for the severely firm editor, Mrs. Hale. A monarch on a Mount
of Olympia, she considered the acceptance of an article for pub-
lication in the Lady * s Book sufficient comoensation in itself.
What she planned to do she succeeded in doing exceed] nglv well,
and we know her plans and ideals from the January number, 1837,
in which she writes "The Conversazione , " We learn that Mrs.
Hale considers the mental differences in the character of the
sexes reason for difference in the manner of oresenting motives
to exertion and of suggesting means of improvement. "With the
one we must address the intellectual and moral through the
senses; with the other, the moral and intellectual through the
affections. And so far as conscience and res son In both can be
enlightened, shall we succeed in advancing Christian morals, and
securing national happiness." "It i s on these princioles that
the claim of superior excellence for ’The Lady’s Book' is foundedt.
If men are, by their position and knowledge of the world
,
better
qualified to instruct men, it can hardly fail to be conceded that
a woman is more susceptible of those delicate traits of feeling
and sympathies of the soul which predominate in her own sex. The
work we give them will NOT be polemical, political, philological,
philosophical, scientific or crit ical--but it will aim to draw
forth and form into pleasant, healthy, and hapoy combination, the
moral uses of all these high-soundinm oursuits: as the bee (which
bv the way, is a female ) succeeds in extracting hone -^ as sweet
and pure from the thistle as from the rose, and reaches with as
{
sure an instinct the blossoms of the loftv elm as those of the
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humble clover". In giving an account in her "Conversazione" of
the principal subjects to be discussed, first to be named are
"dress and personal appearance--these
,
in a Lady's Book, as well
as in real life, are important things. Character is displayed.
Yes, moral taste and goodness, or their perversion, are indicated
in dress." In reform Mrs . Kale saw a chance to gain treater
success and to enjo?/- herself. She loved reforms. Another source
of much pleasure was to be the study of poetry-- "such as exalts
and purifies the heart and intellect , "--and there was to be, ac-
cording to her plan, a blendinr of the writings of poetesses of
other lands with native "original effusions," from the pens of
women in main, for Mrs. Hale considered that the poetry of woman
far surpasses that of mere man. Her stronr, feminist attitude
boldly asserts that man, full of deception and hyoocrisy, is not
like woman, privileged from on high to write ooetry. Of course
she planned to have plenty of good fiction, and from that time ojn
the pages are to be enriched with the "bright prose creations of
imagination and reason." She defines a rood novel as a "picture
of life v/hich a young lady may study to advantage." Seeing that
the "movements of society are elevating woman," Mrs. Hale is
ready to do all that she can to promote the education of woman,
and thus save man by woman's advance toward freedom and light.
She does not believe that the male sex wrill become "wise or good*'
till woman is enlightened. She brings "The Conversazione" to a
close, by stating that the final purpose of the magazine is to
develop Christian char,acter. Morallv and spiritually Mrs. Hale
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planned to guide the women of her land, as well as intellectu-
ally and socially. And she never relinquished her ourpose. She
remained on the job, her great trust, and kindlv, but with firm
majesty, dictated to "the large number of readers."
"The success of the Lady’s Book was largely due to its
coloured fashion plates and a quantity of light and sentimental
poetry and fiction, but its financial success enabled it to make
seductive offers to distinguished writers, and it secured oc-
casional contributions from Poe, Longfellow, Holmes, and others"
This opinion is expressed by a writer of the Cambridge History
a. v
of Literature
,
but we can find no justification for the statement
A
that the Lady * s Book ever made seductive offers.-l- None of
these writers were early contributors, and after the arrival of
Mrs. Hale, in 1837, she alwavs
,
if paying at all. raid the low-
est rates for articles that she was using in the Book. Most
writers had to be content without stipend ot v er than the honor
of acceptance, and the works of few clistinguished writers ever
appeared originally in Godev ’ s Lady ’ s Book
.
Lowell wrote to her,
in 1850, that his market value had not fallen to her terms, -2-,
and, May 31, 1844, Edgar Allen Poe expressed satisfaction at re-
ceiving fifty cents a page for the ten pages which she offered
-1-Cairns, Wm. B.: Cambridge History of the American Literature,
Vol. 2, p. 164.
-2-Current Opinion: Mrs. Sarah J. Hale--Lady editor who paid
Poe fifty cents per page. Vol. 62, p. 204, March, 1917
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him in an annual, called The Opal
.
which she was editing. -1-
He wrote: "My Dear Madam-- I hasten to reply to your kind and
very satisfactory letter. The price you mention--50 cents
per page--will be amply sufficient." Perhaps this offer was not
a low rate for the time. This was after The Gold Bug , The
Murders in the Rue Morgue, The Fall of the Hous e of Usher
,
The Pit and the Pendulum . and other well known stories by Poe
had been published. Poe is the most famed of the contributors
to the Lady ' s Book
.
and it was perhaps his poverty that made him
contribute The Oblong Box
.
recommenced to Mrs. Hale by N. P.
Willis, The Cask of Amontillado
.
A Tale of the Ragged Moun-
t ains
,
and the series called The New York Literati . Poe's
article on Bryant appeared in the April, 1846, number and in the
six following numbers appeared the much discussed series of com-
ments on the literary personages of the da -'7’. Still the Lady '
s
Book, with its strong sentimentality and its fashion plates,
could not help jpro \/\ distasteful to the sensitive poet, who
had found the position of associate editor of Graham '
s
one not
to be endured. I doubt that he found any bond of sympathy be-
tween himself and Mrs. Hale and Mr. Godey. Like Hawthorne, who
refers to Godey ' s and Graham's in The House of Seven Gables
,
he must have turned in despair from the "superlati velv-fine
"
gift book. Such a feeling is readily understood, for these men
belong to an entirely different plane from the regular contri-
-1-Current Opinion: Mrs. Sarah J. Hale--Lady editor who paid Poe
fifty cents per page. Vol. 62, p. 204, March, 1917
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butors of the literary department. Godev ' s Lady * s Book was a
popular magazine, that encouraged the amateur writer, and rarely
does it either prove a rival of purely literary nublications or
attract the leading writers of its day.
We have noted the fact that woman was beginning to emerge.
"She had been repressed; she was adolescent in her views of life,
given to extremes in emotionalism, prudish, sentimental, full of
dreams and idealism, addicted much to exaggeration and often to
gloom. "-1- Naturally it was 9 sentimental era, productive of
"mawkish romance" and flimsy sketches. But there v/ere steadying
influences, and Mrs. Hale, who understood the 'modern woman,'
was one. She spreads propaganda for female education. Mrs.
Willard and her sister, Mrs. Phelps, Princinal of the West Ches-
ter Seminary, assist her in the work. krs . Phelps looks forward
to the time when temples dedicated to "Female Learning," will
"become familiar to the eye, as are now colleges for males, and
magnificent buildings for the insane, the blind, and the deaf
mutes." Women were doing considerable writing, and part of it
compares favorably with what is being done today. Woman contri-
butors to Godey ' s included Mesdames Phelps, Willard, Sedgwick,
Embury, Oilman, Stephens, Le e Hent?,
,
Woodhull, Stowe, Parsons,
Cushing, Eiiet, Smith, Kirkland, Sigourney, and Wells, and the
Misses Leslie and Gould. There were also other successful edi-
1-Pattee, Fred Lewis: Development of the Short Story, p. 721
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tors among the women of that period. Margaret Fuller edited
The Pi al
.
Cornelia Wells Walter was on the Boston Evening
Transcript staff, Lydia May Child was with Greely on The Tri-
bune
.
and Mrs. Kirkland was editor of Sartain * s Magazine .
Most prominent of the male contributors to the monthly were
Edgar Allen Poe, Horace Greely, Richard Penn Smith and William
Leate Stowe--favorites of that time, Reverend Charles W. Alden,
J. Eliot Knight, and John Neal--considered by Mrs. Hale to be ini
many ways similar to the English writer, Charles Pickens, whose
books she was reviewing. Another review of the work of Dickens,
considers "Sketches," and says that "Boz was an early favourite
with the publishers of the Lady * s Book . When these sketches
first appeared, singly and anonomously in the London Magazines,
we transferred most of them to our pares. Now, whether Boz con-
tributed to our increase of subscription, or we to his fame, we
are at a loss to tell."
There is poetry on "The Language of Flowers," "The Creation
of Woman," "Unrequited Love," and "To a Church Steeple." There
are stories entitled "The Deserted Wife," "The Two Females,"
"The Bride of Death," "The Yawning Vault," "The Avenger," "The
Lost Bride," and "The Two Graves." From these one turns away,
seeking fiction of a more cheerful mien. Nothing is found more
exciting than "Extracts from the Journal of an Actress," and by
the time one has read about "The Dissipated Husband," "The Love
Marriage" with its misleading title, and "Failure Not Ruin--or
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The Three Classmates," a title that would have pleased Horatio
Alger, one can find little entertainment in the story of "The
Farmer's Daughter" who went astray, or in other stories about
the daughters of a vicar, a smuggler, and a ferryman. Nor does
the fiction of the following year, 1838, s how any improvement.
There is a very lone and tedious dramatic sketch, from Biblical
sources, entitled Esther
. There are five acts and twenty-five
scenes, and, although the first installment appealed in the June
number, not until December do we get the last set. In the March
number, Mrs. Hale calls for a "systematic course of study,” from
which there are to be obtained "incalculable advantages," and we
read that the "polite education of the female sex" is one of the
reasons wrhy the progress of human improvement is slow. The maga-
zine for October, 1838, reveals the literar-,r editor attending to
less interesting but necessary reform. "Our publisher has ap-
plied to us to write a Dun. But a Dun is not a pretty word. It
raises unpleasant images, and is altogether unbefitting the
character of the Lady’s Book." She follows Mr. Godey’s order,
and by December is pleased to discover that the people are pay-
ing their subscriptions and that "the Dun, in our October number,
has been like mercy, ’twice blessed’."
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, a contributor of varied article
writes a sketch on The Trials of a Housekeeper. After her
marriage she had found the servant problem to be a trying one,
with new cooks and chambermaids cominr as quickly as "Basha and
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Elah, and Tibini and Zimri
,
and Omri
,
one after the other came
to the throne of Israel, and in the compass of half a dozen ver-
ses." In the May issue of that same year, 1839, there is a copy
of Mrs, Siddon's "Farewell," delivered on her retirement from
the stage, and The Massacre of Wyoming;
. a poem, delivered at
the commencement of Dickinson College, July 19, 1838, by E.
Emelius Leclerc. ^‘en were repeatedly referred to as "Lords of
Creation," but the phrase v/as little compliment. For Mr. Cooper,
who, it is said, spoke "slightingly of American ladies in gener-
al," " silent contempt is the only penalty which should be vouch-
safed to the man who is capable of such an outrage against jus-
tice, patriotism, social duties, and every other obligation which,
a man and a gentleman should regard most inviolable." And when
Cooper's novel. Precaution . a reprint of an early work, apneara
on her book table, Mrs. Hale must have been ^lad that she could
truthfully speak of it as being "still in no wise remarkable."
There is an abundance of tales, "those abbreviated fictions which
usually make their first appearance in periodicals , " and the
editors of the Lady 1 s Book
.
which they call the "monthly messen-
ger ," consider that "five or six pages is a convenient length
for a tale .
"
In the May number, 1839, Godey is asking agents to return
by mail, "well-packed," any numbers for January, February, March
or April. The sale was so large that he had not a single copy
on hand. Sketches of English Ladies by B. B, Thatcher, of
Boston may account for this increased demand. His article on
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"The Queen" had appeared in February. At the close of several
pages of details covering Majesty’s behavior and royal appoint-
ments, come these interesting sentences: "The prospect is that
Victoria’s reign will be one of the longest in English annals.
In these times it must be eventful and important in proportion.
Great movements, for good or evil, are going on, and must go on,
within and without the British dominions in which the interests
of that country are vitally involved. Never was there a more
splendid sphere for the highest ambition and the most unwearied
energies. The thought of the record which posterity may have to
make of the reign of Victoria, is enough to move marble itself
into life. It cannot be doubted that more and more, as reflec-
tion grows upon her, she will feel the full force of these im-
pressions. She knows that she may so stamp her influence on the
period in which she flourishes, that history shall speak of it
as her own. It will be the Victorian, as a former one is now
the Elizabethan age of its annals; and it will not be difficult
for her to imitate the patriotism, the vigour, the integrity,
the courage, and all the high heroic qualities which have won
for her famous predecessor the name of the 'good Queen Bess'
without allowing a combination of traits so magnificent and so
beneficent to be sullied by any mixture either of the harshness
of those days or the effeminacy of her own."
The most important feature of the October number is an ar-
ticle on riding and the etiquette of horsemanship. There are
eight pages devoted to this subject, and among the illustrations
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is a remarkable riding dress that "can be put on in about a
minute, without the aid of a second person." With the holiday
number the magazine finishes its first decade of existence, and
it is a gala day, calling forth from the owner and publisher muc
praise of the Lady 1 s Book .
Mrs. Hale has now been with the Lady ' s Book for three years,
and, after J anuary the first, 1840, is to be helped in the edi-
torial management by Mrs. Sigourney. Miss Leslie vras also se-
cured, but not as an editor. In the holiday number, 1839, Godey
says: "Of Mrs. Sigourney's qualifications, it is of course un-
necessary to speak. Her excellence as a writer in various de-
partments of literature, is universally acknowledged by her own
countrymen and countrywomen, and her transatlantic reputation is
not inferior to that of any female author. Especially has Mrs.
Sigourney been distinguished by her devotion to the higher in-
terests of her own sex, and in the new field about to be opened
to her labours, she will no doubt continue to sustain and pro-
mote them. The acquisition of Mrs. Sigourney, is a subject upon
which the publisher cordially congratulates his subscribers, as
her fine taste and diversified abilities will add further to the
value of the 'Book. ' At the same time he wishes it distinctly
understood that the efforts of Mrs. Hale to give interest to his
publication will be in no degree diminished. The connection of
Mrs. Hale with the 'Book' will remain the same as to heretofore,
and the eminent talents, and her discriminating judgment, will
still be used for the same beneficial purposes as have already
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distinguished their application." A remarkable woman was Mrs.
Sigourney, according to her new employer. Indefatigable, we
know, for in her working years she made over two thousand con-
tributions to more than three hundred various periodicals and
published forty- six volumes of all sorts.
There are many publisher’s notices in that December number.
There are many promises of a better and richer year. Published
is a list of contributors amazingly large, and it includes three
new English contributors; namely, Miss Mary Russel Mitford,
James Montgomery, and Ebenezer Elliott, "the Corn Law Rhymist."
Godey departs from his rule of not noticing communications as
"the author of Lines Suggested, & requests to know if they will
suit us." He replies, "We regret to say the-1- will not." He
announces with pleasure that he has secured "W. G. Simms, Esquire,
author of Pelago . Guy Rivers, The Damsel of Darien
.
etc, as a
new contributor to the book We have a story of his of
great interest, which we shall soon have the pleasure of laying
before our readers." All authors living outside the city of
Philadelphia who had furnished articles, for which they were to
receive payment, were requested to make arrangements so that the
publisher would know how to best send them their money under the
deranged system of currency, but, as the words ’for which they
are to receive payment’ were italicized, we are of the opinion
that the number of gratis contributors must have been the larger,
Godey promises an excellent book for the next year. "The Janu-
ary number will be printed on a new and beautiful type and su-

perior paper, and the Embellishments will be of a novel and
pleasing character. Indeed, not a number will be furnished that
shall not contain something differing from its predecessor. The
publisher returns his sincere thanks to those who take and have
paid for the work--they must read it with pleasure: but what
must be the horror of that person who every month receives a
mute dun in the shape of the Book. Can he or she peruse it with
any satisfaction? It is to be presumed not. It would be a mat-,
ter of astonishment to a person not acquainted with the business
of publishing to glance an eye over our Ledrer (a sealed book to
all but the publisher) and there see the names of fair ladies
who would die upon the mere suspicion of owing their milliner,
allowing their accounts to stand from year to year insensible to
our repeated, and at this time earnest request, for a remittance,
allowing us to plod on from year to year instead of enriching us
at once by paying us what is due us." Pity Godey. He must have
often found the publishing business very trying. But he is al-
ways patient with his "fair readers," and they must have paid
their subscriptions, for the Book was a financial success. Per-
haps it was because he persisted in "requesting." He assured
them that he would. "Is it from fear that we shall relax in our
exertion? Ladies--dear Ladies, be assured we will not." And,
as an incentive, he arranges a contest. "We have a strong in-
clination to offer one of the handsomest shawls that our stores
can furnish to the Lady who will make us the largest remittance
in the next three months, either for past or coming subscrip-
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tions. We will do it. It is an offer-let us see who will win
it."
Nor was the editor silent in that holiday number. She told
the contributors what she expected of them, and hope for the
acceptance of their articles demanded of the contributors that
they heed her words, which called for "short, racy, spirited
essays; stories and sketches that embody pages of narrative and
sentiment in a single paragraph, and by a few bold touches paint
rather than describe, the characters they exhibit for the in-
struction and entertainment of our readers." Mrs. Hale did not
have a very definite idea of what a short-story really is. Per-
haps she was not acquainted with Poe’s views on the subject.
She wants stories that are short and will not fill many pages,
and is of the opinion that any complaint about a story being too
short simply implies that it is very popular.
The second decade for the Lady ’ s Book begins. January, 1840,
with volume twenty, and although he says: "We do not boast; we
do but pay a proper compliment," the publisher is even more
talkative than he had been the month before. There is, again,
an abundance of publisher’s notices. The "proper compliment" is
paid. "We do not hesitate to say, that no periodical publisher
in our country, or in England, has ever presented a list of con-
tributors equal to that now presented to the subscribers of the
Lady's Book. --The ^nglish magazines do not equal ours in enter-
prises. In each of them you will nrobably find one or two good
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names, but in no one will you find, as in the Lady’s Book, the
best talent of the country and of England conjoined to lend in-
terest to its columns. We are proud of our success, and justly
so. We were the first to introduce the system of calling forth
the slumbering talent of our country by offering an equivalent
for the efforts of genius. We have found our reward in so doin^,
and that we have kept pace with our increasing list, let the
following facts speak." And he again calls attention to the type
and paper, the illustrations, the originality, and the subscrip-
tion list of the book. ^aving made a study of his ledgers, "the
sealed books," Godey announces some new facts concerning the
difficulties that faced him. "We have erased from our list two
hundred subscribers, each owing three years’ subscriptions, and
three hundred and seventy-five owing two years, amounting in all
to four thousand and fifty dollars. What a commentary on the
credit system, and what a slur upon the honesty of the self-
styled patrons of periodicals. Patrons, indeed.’" Perhaps the
friendly people of Philadelphia forgot this oart of their obli-
gation to the publishers within their city. Perhaos it was the
women in the outlying districts. It may have been that these
"patrons" he refers to were wondering how their names got on his
subscription list. No matter who the offenders were, they had
overstepped their right, and Godey decides on a penalty. "In
the future we will add to every subscription remaining unpaid
one-sixth; therefore all accounts not settled during the year.
will be taxed an additional fin cents at the end of it. If we
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must wait, we must be paid for it." He almost becomes impatient
with the "gentle readers," and, in a fashion unbecoming his re-
fined book, in which there was never a -profane word, he swears
by a pagan god that the penalty will be enforced. "By Jupiter,
this shall not be revoked."
Mrs. Hale co-operates. Calling attention to the fact that
it is "our dC&mination never to forjret that cla^’m we have upon
the female readers of this country, in having been the first to
offer them a work edited bv their own sex, free from grossness
and puerilit:/-, and to read which was not an insult to their un-
derstanding," she includes A Hint in her Editor’s table: "Our
Book would arrive much earlier at each place of destination, if
our time was not so much occupied in -placing bills within the
Books .
"
Truly, they labored under trying difficulties, and in the
dismaying ledgers we must seek excuse for Godey, when he finds
it necessary to praise his success, seeing that it is v;on under
circumstances that would have ruined many a publisher of that
day. And did. Sometimes Godey forgets both his success and the
ledgers, and shows certain, unexpected but very kind courtesies,
as when, although "rather out of our usual course," he calls
attention to the Fancy and Jewellery Store of Mr. I. H. Mac-
michael, of Natchez, Mississippi, "a friend whom we highly es-
teem;" and to Parkinsons’, the confectionery establishment on
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. The latter was a neighbor, who
had sent out recently "very beautifully engraved cards." And to
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his complimentary words
,
he adds an assurance for his readers,
a guarantee that their orders at these stores will receive po-
lite attention. The February number, 1B40 was to be made up
"with the exception of the Editors’ articles, and the continued
tales, entirely of the writings of our Gentlemen contributors,"
but it was not a Gentlemen’s Number, for, although they had
promised the month before that it would be, the editors found it
impossible to carry out the plan. It was not due to a lack of
contributions, for Mrs. Hale said that she had sufficient of
them to fill two issues of the Lady ' s Book
.
Perhaps the origi-
nal idea of a Gentlemen’s Number came from Godey. Perhans, by
the time they again went to press, Mrs. Hale had encouraged him
to change his mind. His promise that there would be no "con-
tinued" stories had early been abandoned, and there had been
several changes of policy since her arrival. ^e was the one whc
told us to expect such a number, but next month came the excuse
from the literary editor, saying, "the Ladies must be heard, and
they always c/laim precedence." And ^odey ’ s never published a
Gentlemen's Number, although such a plan might have encouraged
the woman writers to improve on their own literary output. In
this year of our Lord, 1941, there was an echo of Mrs. Hale's
words. Woman ' s Day
,
a mediocre magazine for the housewife, tells
the March reader: "We promised you Irvin S. Cobb for April but
there were so many ladies clamoring for swace in tMs issue with
so many important things to say that Mr. Cobb, scholar and gen-
tleman that he is, will not take his bow until May."
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The literary contents for this year include an interesting
series of sketches, Modern Italian Painters, by Mrs. Ellet; a
Study of the Early English Poets
.
by a Professor W. J. Walter;
and Sketches from the Notebook of an old Gentleman
.
by Mrs. Stowe)
who also contributes a sentimental sketch, called F^om My AUnt
Mar:*- ' s Bureau . The stories include The Arm-Chair of Tustenuggee
by Gilmore Simms, Boldine; or the Wind-Splrit b^T Charles Beecher,
Memoirs of a Fly by Miss Jones, and Pride and Love
.
The Knight
of the Tomb . and The Spanish Wooing . The front page, or cages,
is usually reserved for Mrs. Hale or Mrs. Sigourney, who were not
only editors, but the best women contributors to the pages of th<
book.
Suspicion
.
a story by Miss E. a. Dupuy, appearing in the
December issue, is typical, perhaps better than average, fiction
for the book. "It was a lovely evening--the sun had just thrown
its parting rays on the winding river, with its forest-clad
banks, wearing their brightest livery of green. Our boat was
spinning through the water 'like a thing of life.' It had a low
pressure engine, and that eternal 'puff-puff' came not with its
hissing sound, to destroy the poetic reverie which a sunset on
la belle riviere is so well calculated to produce."
Later on I was reminded of Richardson's Clarissa : "Ah
ClaraJ ’ exclaimed I, ’If I dared hope--dared express my wishes 1—
I could not for my life have added another word, for the colour
faded from her cheek, and she withdrew the hand I had taken, and
she spoke in a low tone--
..
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"’Do not say that you love me. You deceive yourself--you
will never love anything--you will never be hapoy.'"
Many books are reviewed in the department called The Edit-
or ’ s Book Table The first number of Tv e -^ial had appeared in
July, 1840, and in November Mrs. Hale wrote her review of the new
quarterly. ^he found its purposes "lofty and important," and is
of the opinion that these aims, if satisfactorily carried out,
will not fail to insure for this periodical a far greater degree
of attention than that commanded by many of its contemporaries.
In a word, we trust that the enterprising publishers will not
have to say with Huclffejras,
"’True as the Dial to the sun.
Although it be not shone upon.'"
A two volume edition of Poe’s Tales of the Grotesque and
Arabesque was cordially received. "Mr. Poe is a writer of rare
and various abilities," and these tales "cannot fail to impress
all who read them with a conviction of his genius." Longfellow
was praised by Mrs. Hale as one of the most gifted of the Ameri-
can poets. She highly praised Voices of the Night and consideiec
that the Psalm of ijife exhibited an unsurnassed snecimen of
thoughts, "that breathe the soul of poetry." It is a poem that
she would have treasured in the heart's core of every young man.
She can discover "little or no established morale" in the stories
of N. P. Willis, but there are "several very exquisite novelettes
in Homance of Travel. The Poetical Works of Lord B^ron had iust
appeared, complete in ten volumes, "the exact size to slip into
a reticule or the pocket." A vest-pocket edition, I guess.
it
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There are reviews of Memoirs, Gift Books, Friendship's Offerings,
Travels, Histories of the Fine Arts, and many other current
publications. Not all were commanded b??- The Editor ' s Book Table 0
The Factor^ Boy
.
by Mrs. Trollope, wins no ora'se. "This work
does not deserve the nraises bestowed upon it. It is coarse and
extravagant; without much pathos or ability of any kind."
William A. Alcott had the courage to bring out "The Young
Woman's Guide to Excellence," a feat that was truly great for a
man to attempt in that age. Mrs. Hale read the book, and advise^
her readers to overlook his "barbarous and absurd doctrine," that
"females should engage in agriculture and horticulture." She
does not worry for fear his doctrines will do any harm, as "their
own absurdity will prevent their adoption." Harper and Brothers
published in 1840 a book, entitled Love ' s Progress
.
and it was
received more kindly than the guide for young women. "It is
destined to illustrate the strength of woman's attachment: the
holiness of her zeal: her unselfish labours; her deep and endur-
ing fortitude, and it accomplishes this design by a narrative
full of interest, and occasional touches of the most exquisite
pathos .
"
Mrs. Hale's comments to correspondents concerning their con-
tributions are more interesting for us to read today than are her
book reviews. We can laugh at the caustic remarks that must havs
wounded the pride of many a young author. She does not wish to
hurt anyone's feelings, but thinks that "the writers will suffer
less to know the fate of their communications with, as little de-
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lay as possible, than to be kept in suspense for a year or two."
She declines on all sides, with chosen and not too kind remarks.
Life ' s Flowering Path is 'too flowery'; The Widow is thill 1 ; The
Polish Exiles is a 'worn-out subject'; A Mother ' s Lament is a
poem that has already been published; My Birthday is 'pretty
good, but not worth publishing'; The Voice of the Plague is
'vigorous but unequal'; and the writer of The Orphan has shown
'considerable talent, and need not be discouraged.' Parting was
'very poor', and she recommends that the writer, called Simon,
learn to make the paper rather than spoil it with his rhymes.
Shipwreck fares no better than Parting
.
for 'in this instance
the muse was not buoyant enough to escape the general doom'.
"We still have a large number of Manuscripts unread. We hope
our contributors will have patience; we find it a necessary vir-
tue" is her message to those still awaiting a °eply, but many of
them were lost in that group who had no particular claim to no-
tice, either for praise or censure. They had been placed in
"that quiescent state of mediocrity which never makes enemies or
excites envy,"
In 1841, there is a crusade against borrowers, who are so
anxious for the Lady s Book that they actually deprive the sub-
scribers of the right to read it. Very prominent among the con-
tributors for this year is George P. Morris, whose published
selections include Le aves for the Lyre
.
Land Ho
.
We 11-A-Day
.
Lady of England, Open Thy Lattice
.
Love
.
Venetian Serenade
.
Where Hudson ' s Wave
.
and Love
.
Honor and Obey
.
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We agree with Mr. Godey that the Lady * s Book for 1842 is
better than the volumes that have appeared in former years.
Morton M. Michael has been added to the editorial staff, and
among the "regular contributors" are Miss C. M. Sedgwick, Miss
E. Leslie, N. P. Willis, and T. S. Arthur, author of Ten fights
in a Bar Room and What I Saw There . The whole appearance of the
magazine has been improved, and the embellishments are particu-
larly good. The best of the steel engravings for this outstand-
ing '"•ear are The Return. Harvest Scene
,
Be arty and Innocence
.
Family Devotion
.
Morning and Evening
.
and The Fruits of Idleness
and The -Fruits of Industry . nome Gf these were very popular,
and, for many years after their publication, they could be found
in the homes of Godey's readers, where they adorned the walls,
along with a mass of family portraits and embroidered mottoes.
Mrs. Hs.le continues to write on many subjects, but her pen, if
as productive as in the preceding years, finds other places for
expression, for she does not contribute, as her custom would
lead us to expect. In January, 1842, a little crowded for room,
her editorial comments appeared on the magazine cover
,
but they
soon find too ample space in her Cause and Cure
.
or Conversation) ;
by the Fireside department. These Conversations contain little
of merit, and the versatile literary editor writes, at times,
articles that are more tedious and less interesting than any
other contribution found within the Lady 1 s Book covers.
Miss Sedgwick's contributions included 'Wilton Harvey
.
in
six installments, A Day in a Railroad Car
.
A Hugenot Family
.
and
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A Vision , Miss -Ljeslie is represented by The Beaux, a sketch in
five installments, The Sailor * s Return, The Rain King, or, A
Glance at the Next Century
,
and Alina Perlay . Willis sent Mrs.
Hale Letter from Under the Bridge
.
Mr
.
and Mrs
.
Follett
,
The
Disputed Wedding Ring
,
The Fraility of Fair Tehleen
,
The Poet
and the Mandarin
,
That Sad Affair of Miss Picklin
,
and a little
poetry. Mrs. Sigourney seems to have been the most productive
writer for the book this year, for she is reoresented in all the
issues, usually with "verses." The list of contributors keeps
increasing. New names aprear and share the glories of the se-
lected literary purve77-ors to the tastes of American womanhood.
It is futile to attempt to keep a record of them, but we are glad
to find that Mistresses Hall, Eliet, Stowe, Embury, Farley, and
Parsons are still writing for the book, along with Park Benjamin
and George P. Morris.
A notice from the publisher, printed in the tenth issue for
the year 1842, shows how gratifying the monthly gift book and
its success were to Godev, activelv engaged in telling the world
of his own modesty. "Certainly our arrangements for the future,
whether for plates, moral, readable, ladylike articles, or fash-
ons
,
are perfect. We have no fear of honest, v/holesome rivalry;
it has always been a benefit to us, but we do detest the pirati-J
cal plan of taking our title and our form oage
,
rules and all,
and giving the most puerile matter: and this by persons calling
themselves gentlemen, and who ought to know better. There was
once a Southern Lady’s Book and a Western Lady’s Book. The
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former changed its title: the latter died. Well, we can't help
it; keep on in our even tenor we will: make a Lady's Book em-
phatically a book for ladies, edited by their own sex, and trust
to the excellent good sense of the ladies of this country for
our reward." The days of prosperity have come for Louis Antoine
Godey. He can now pardon those who have been so affected by the
hard times that they cannot meet the bills they owe him, but he
forgets his own early days when he had employed the piratical
plan of taking whatever he chose from the English periodicals.
And yet, one can hardly blame him for complaining about the pub-
lishers who steal his name and f orm pages, both of which, at
that time, were not under copyright.
The January number for 1843 is entirely the production of
lady writers, and all contributions, but one poem, are from
American pens, a "proof of the cultivated genius and pure prin-
ciples of our country-women." The entire year is replete with
sketches, novelettes, adaptations, translations, and tales that
"cannot fail to make a deep impression on the plastic mind of
youth." Madame D'Arblay's Memoirs are reviewed, and found to be
"curious, interesting, frank, amusine." Attention is called to
the Pennsylvania Academy of Pine A^ts, which "boasts the rich-
est collection of painting and sculpture in America," and the
readers get a taste of ornithology, when an appeal is made for
the study of native birds. Illustrations and descriptions of tijje
Cardinal Grosbeak, the Cedar Bird, and the Baltimore Oriole ac-
company the appeal, which also includes a request that the read-*
54
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ers will not consider it impertinent to present to their notice
the "figures and descriptions" of our native birds. The Lady '
s
Lesson
,
or How to Lose a Lover by Mrs. Embury, and Widows and
Straight-Jackets by Professor John Sanderson are erood reading
•even yet UjQsfs
-,
but we criticize the literary output of this
year’s volumes of the Lady’s Book less kindly than that of the
years preceding 1843. The book contains little of value this
year, and has no particular interest for the twentieth century
reader. T. S. Arthur’s story on fashions is an exception.
Many arguments are presented to justify the fashion features of
the monthly. "A man who affects any singularity of dress or
manners, loses his true influence in society. People begin to
think that there must be within, a mind not truly balanced, and
therefore do not suffer his opinions, no matter how sound, to
have their true weight They (fashions) are the badge by whic,
we are known as one of the social mass around us--dinlomas which
give to our opinions their legitimate value." The dialogue
points out further "why all who have a ^ight apnreciation of the
truly beautiful, should give some attention to the prevailing
fashions in dress, and endeavour to correct errors, and develop
the true and beautiful here as in other branches of art . '
Having duly read the warning against impostors
,
persumably
for subscriptions, our attention is aroused by Godey's campaign
for new readers. Subscription terms are three dollars per an-
num, in advance and four dollars for every subsequent year not
paid within the year. There are club rates, and, by taking ad-
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vantage of the "unusual offers, 1 ' five copies may he had for one
year for ten dollars, and eleven copies for a like period for
only twenty dollars. The "richest and rarest" of premiums go
w'th the subscriptions, and beside the many offers and magazine
combinations listed, "any premium offered by any other Magazine
or Newspaper
,
not included in the annexed list, will be given by
the Lady 1 s Book . One of the means of getting new subscribers
was through local agents in the communities reached by Godey 's.
Even the employees of the government were partakers in this cam-
paign. We know this from Godey, who made special offers to
"post-masters and others," if they we^e willing to help obtain
new readers for the magazine. In March, 1844, Godey offers a
prize of two hundred dollars for the best oil raintin? of a sub-
ject in American history in which ladies were the principal ac-
tors. Stan?as from Goethe, by William C, Bryant, had appeared
in the first number of this year. Possibly of greater interest
to the feminine readers was Miss Leslie’s article on the proper
methods for the Fine Colouring of Artificial Flowers
.
then in
vogue; and four Sketches of Paris
,
by a Parisian. Of interest
today are certain well-known short-stories that appeared in
Godey * s Lady ’ s Book . They are Drown e * s Wooden Ima^e
,
a story of
a figure-head and a carver, by Nathaniel nawthorne
,
the New
England writer who was soon to find himself entirely out of
sympathy with Mrs. Hale’s policies of literary publication; and
A Tale of the Ragged Mountains
.
The Obion? Box
}
and Thou Art the
Man, by Edgar -“-lien Poe, a master soon to be freed firo/A the nec-
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essity that compelled him to find a buyer in a magazine with
"authentic fashions."
there
1844 is the first notice in the magazine that/ are authors
who write only for Godey's, and the publisher features this
further tribute to the book that is fast becoming an institution.
In the June issue is an article on woman suffrage by Park Benja-
min. Where in 1941 would we find a man to write the lines quoted
here? "Men are selfish; --leave them their political privileges
and social enjoyments, and they care very little about the wrong*
of that gentle and relying sex from whom they derive their
purest, deepest, and most enduring hapoiness. Women are unsel-
fish." Then Mr. Benjamin with Augustan delicacy expresses
his opposition to equal suffrage: "Where, I may be asked, where
is the seat of her dominion? My answer is--Home .'—home
,
which
has been eloquently called 'the highest, holiest nlace in which
human agency can act'. Much to be deplored is any circumstance
which draws a woman from this sacred sphere; --I care not whether
it be fashion or fanaticism, pleasure or nolitics."
"The Pioneer Magazine of America," as Godey modestly styles
"Our Book," gives whole paces of the cover to reprints of com-
plimentary notices. 1845 is the fifteenth anniversary of its
birth, and it reaches the American home, bound in a light brown
paper, with an elaborately engraved cover page. In this en-
graving, which is symbolical of that age, one can read a part of
our country's social history, as well as the history and the
ideals of Godev 1 s Book . From a large marble base, around which
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are gorgeous vases of ornamental flowers, rise, against a back-
ground. of clouds, two massive pillars, joined at the top by
graduated slabs of stone, on the topmost of which arrears Aurora,
riding in her chariot, drawn by the three gallooing horses.
Prom these pillars hang garlands of flowers, in which are knotted
a lyre and a torch, and in the space between the pillars bangs
a curtain on which is written, like a motto on a shield, an in-
scription well-known to that day,
Godey ' s
Magazine
and
Lady's Book.
(Established by the present proprietor in 1830)
Edited by
Mrs. Sarah J. Hale,
Morton M' Michael and Louis A. Godey.
July, 1845.
"The only magazine in the country with
authentic fashions."
Vol. XXXI (31)
Below is another lyre caught in the banner's folds, and
around this elaborate device a^e strewn many ob.iects, such as
the ink-stand with its cuill
,
the nalette and brushes, cushions,
candelabra, books, a large, framed painting, a guitar, and a
statue, perhaps of Minerva.
This extravagant front-pa^e cover seems rather absurd to us
but the "Fabulous Forties" enjoyed such splendours. The piece
is well executed, and Godey, we may be certain, would consider
this lavish adornment an appropriate altar on which to carve the
name of his Book. The cover co^ld not be questioned as to its
absolute correctness. The Lady '
s
Book must have looked well on
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the parlor table--and what woman but would consider her table
bare of all ornament without it? In the parlor, where it found
its way monthly, at a postal rate of four and one-half cents,
"under the new Post Office LaWj ! ' one was sure to find the popular
monthly gift book, published by Godey. And that cover pace, so
out of date today, was in familiar lands, for the uarlor was as
conventional and as correct as the Lady * s Book . Tv ere were
framed pictures and mottoes on the wall, uncomfortable, plush-
covered furniture, and a marble-topped table in the center of thi
room. Dozens of cushions, not to be piled on hard sofas, but to
display the needle-craft of the ladies of the Pomes, were arrargejl
in groups about the room. Mantels and cabinets, burdened with a
collection of ornaments unequalled in a china shop, put on dis-
play the housewife's pride, her bric-a-bra, knickknacks
,
and
assorted candelabra. The parlor was correct and conventional,
and its fullness was the measure of the owner's joy. Musical in-
struments were always to be found in the corners, for what family
had girls who did not play a little on the guitar or the accor-
dion. And about this room moved ladies and men, who fitted into
the picture, and, like it, appear stilted and unnatural to us.
Perhaps Watteau would have liked to paint them, as he did the
fasiion folk of an earlier day. But they were r al men and women.
Although the period seems stiffly formal to us, and we smile at
their excessive conventionality, we must not fail to see under
the pompous foliage of that period, the splendid American folk,
knowing the same joys and sorrows that we know; living, funda-
«1
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mentally, the same life that we live; and doing a work that w as
to increase largely the social inheritance that we enjoy.
Just as the people of that time were not solely ornamental,
neither was the Lady’s Magazine solely used for decorating the
parlor table. It was read, and read regularly, and the editor
had the trust that her readers would find therein, "what the
Eastern Sage promised to those who would read attentively his
manuscripts--health and beauty, wealth, and wisdom. " There are
fashions for gentlemen as well as for ladies in a few of the
numbers. In 1846, there are examples of cottage furnishings, of
headdress and crochet, and of correct walking. Some years ago,
a twentieth century Lady's Book endeavoured to teach the modern
dances to its subscribers. The idea, though novel, was not new,
for Mrs. Hale's Editor's Table, in 1845. -leaches the polka with-
out aid of a master, giving full directions and the descriptions
of the steps. Below the instructions for the polka, we find the
popular N. P. Willis reviewed. Needless to sa-, his contribution:
were always welcomed by Mrs. Hale. She sneaks kindly of his
work. Later critics cannot surpass her frank remark of appre-
ciation, when she says, "as an author and as a man, he has made
a good deal of noise in the world." Mrs. Hale wrote verse
characterized by sentimentality, didacticism, and bombast, but
she wrote little poetry. She versifies the "Empire of Woman" in
seventy lines of ponderous style, and deals with the daughter,
the sister, the wife, and the mother of man. The woman who wrote
The Conversazione and the "helpful talks" is here dealing with
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D
the same subject, in another literary form.
"The outward World, for rugged Toil design'd,
"Where Evil from true Good the crown hath riven,
"Has been to Man's dominion ever riven;
"But Woman's empire, holier, more refin'd,
"Moulds, moves and sways the fall'n hot God-breath'd
mind,
"Lifting the earth-crushed heart to hope and heaven:
"
The question of copyright was an unsettled one, and, when
i
Godev 1 s and Graham's took out copyrights in 1845, they were much
abused by fellow publishers, unwilling to accept the new law and
the regulations involved. For many of the publishers it meant a
loss of 'gratis' material that had always been a present source
for their publications. Poe, in his paper. The Broadway Journal
justifies the action taken by the two Philadelphia publishers in
the following remarks: "It is really very difficult to see how
anyone can, in conscience, object to such a course on the part
of Messrs. Godey and Graham. To our apprehension, a mere state-
ment of the facts of the case should stand in lieu of all argu-
ment. It has been long the custom among the newsraoers--the
weeklies especially--to copy magazine articles in pull
,
and cir-
culate them all over the country--sometimes in advance of the
magazines themselves. In other words, Godey and Graham have
been at all the cost, while the papers have enjoyed, if not all
the advantage, at least the most important item of it--the ori-
gination of the articles. To such an extent has this piracy
been carried, that many magazine subscribers ceased to be such,
because they could procure all that was valuable in these works
from the newspapers very little later, and often at less cost.
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than from the magazines themselves
.
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This year and the following one, 1846, bring us Poe's The
thousand- and- Se c ond Tale of Scheherazade ; a review of a book by
Mrs. Matthews, called Big Abel and the Little Manhattan : a
literary criticism of The Poetical Writings of Elizabeth Oakes
Smith ; and the Literati . all by the same man. Poe's "Literati"
sketches are too well-known to warrant any discussion here. It
is sufficient to say that they were a series of papers, dealing
with the chief living writers of New York City. They were bio-
graphical and critical, and the author says, express "some hon-
est opinions at random, respecting their authorial merits, with
occasional words of personality.' 1 Godev was quite right, when
he remarked in the same number of the Lady ' s Book in which the
New York Literati begin: "We are much mistaken if these papers
of Mr. Poe do not raise some commotion in t v, e literary emporium."
The first of the series appeared in May, 1846, and the expected
furore lasted until after the sixth and last one appeared in the
October issue of the same year.
Eiller for the magazine is usually rather dull, or so it
seems to the present day reader. Here is one discouraging ex-
ample: "They have established in London stores exclusively for
the sale of mourning. A gentleman lately called at one of them
and inquired fo"1 a pair of dark-colored gloves. He was referred
to the 'Mitigated Affliction Department'." Brighter reading is
afforded by Mrs. C. M. Kirkland's A Chapter on Hospitality .
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Deploring ostentatious hospitality as worse than pinching
hospitality, the author’s voice cries out, "When shall we learn
that the ’spare feast--a radish and an ego*, ’ if rartaken by the
good and cultivated, has a charm which no expense can purchase?”
Again, "Even in the matter of tea and coffee some oeonle
have a conscience, and offer with reluctance to their friends
what seems to them premature old age, depression of spirits,
paralysis and early death. Others again are so over-kind that
they must make your coffee strong enough to be sour and your tea
to be bitter, reminding one of the story of the good old Jersey
lady who entertained General Washington during the time of the
war, when molasses was the usi^al sweetener.
'Not quite so sweet. Ma'am, if you please,' said the cour-
teous great man, when he handed his tea-cup to be filled a secon
time
.
’Oh, dear,’ said the hospitable dame, putting in a rather
extra share of the precious article, 'if it was all molasses, it
wouldn't be too good for General Washington'."
The year 1848 finds a new department, called The Treasury in
which the editors printed borrowed selections, that had been
originally printed elsewhere. Chief among those selections that
found their way to these columns were Bryant's America
.
October
.
and Washington ; Longfellow's Maidenhood ; Eitz-Greene Halleck's
Forget-Me-Not
.
to-- ; Emerson’s The Humble Bee . The Problem and
Good-Bye ; Lowell's sonnet, Truth ; Whittier's The Fairies and
Holmes's Time . Longfellow's Ey the Seaside appeared in the Edi -
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tor 1 s Table for January, and England and Ame dca
.
by Irving. In,
this paper, Irving discusses the literary animosity between Eng-
land and America, and the false impressions and numerous unjust
prejudices against America, that are existing in England. A
poem. To the Sun-dial under the window of the Hall of the House
of Representatives of the United States
.
b- r John Quincy Adams,
was printed in The Treasury for May. Voices of Nature and The
Stran '~er on the Sill
.
from the pen of Thomas Buchanan Reed, were!
contributions to the Lady’s Book, but, like most of his effusions,
are now forgotten. William Gilimore Simms, a regular contribu-
tor, had published in the Lady 1 s Book
.
besides many other poems,
his Sabbath Lyrics , versions and adaptations of Isaiah, "follow-
ing the singular and sweet simplicity of the original.” There
are biographical sketches contributed to the literary department
by Rufus Wilmot Griswold, who has for his main subject, The
Heroism of the Knights Errant and the Female Missionaries of
America . There is a prose sketch by Leigh Hunt, that urges
everyone to partake of the joy and benefit of the companionship
of pictures, and, in the November number, is a translation by
Virginia de Forest of The Cathedral of Cologne
.
by Alexander
Dumas. Apart from the richness of The Treasury
.
and the other
articles just mentioned, there are the contributions of the reg-
ular writers, who were compensated for their work not only by
the honor of publication.
Perhaps better than the usual selections purchased for
Godey T s are The Grape Vine Swing
.
by Simms, which begins:
\.
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"Now darting upward, now down again,
"With a twist and a twirl that are strange to see:
"Never took serpent a deadlier hold,
"Never the cougar a wilder spring,
"Stranp;lirg the oak with, the boa's fold,
"Spanning the beech with a condor's wing."--
and The Talis-
man, by N. P. Willis, a writer less known for his poetry than
for his sketches. "Sketches--especially of society--are his
forte, 1 ' says Poe. The Talisman appeared in 1848.
"What ' s the brow
,
"Or the eye's lustre, or the step of air,
"Or color, but the beautiful links that chain
" The mind from its rare element?
"There lies
"A Talisman in intellect, which yields
"Celestial music, when the master hand
"Touches it cunningly. It sleeps beneath
"The outward semblance, and to common sight
"Is an invisible and hidden thine1 :
"But when the lip is faded and the form
"Witches the sense no more, and human love
"Falters in its idolatry, this spell
"Will hold its strength unbroken, and eo on
"Stealing anew the affections."
The discovery made b’T John Marshall, on the twenty-fourth
of January, 1848, resulted in the "Rush of 1849," when a mania
for California riches seized the land. No issue of Godey T s
could, in those days, rival in popularity the daily journals,
with their glowing accounts of the new-found wealth, enjoyed by
that mighty throng, who had journeyed overland, or by Cape Horn
or by Panama, to seek success in a new country where sunsets, all
gold, disappeared in a wide Pacific. ^t is the close of an im-
petuous era, of a tunultuous age: it is the beginning of a new
peri od in Ameri can history, destined to be less impetuous, but
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more tumultuous-- a dark period of bitten hatred and struggle,
with an intensity of confusion that makes man feel that chaos
had come again. "Heaven's first law" (Pope) seems for.rot ten for
many years.
During the mad rush of '49 ends the second decade of the
existence of the Lady ' s Book . With the new year comes the be-
ginning of the decline of Godey’s Book. With the new year come
laments for the death of Poe, whose contributions to the monthly
gift book guarantee its remembrance long after all the other
writers and their contributions have been forgotten. The Feb-
ruary number, 1850, contains a memorial to The Lost Pleiad .
written by Mrs. H. Marion Stephen.
"Oh, lay they broken lyre
Upon his tomb;
"The Pleiad's glowing fire
Is quenched in gloom.
"The glorious and the bright,
"Wiled from the realm of night
"To earth, has taken flight:
Good spirits--room.
"Room for the truant star,
Room- -room above.
"To the bright land afar
Admit our dove
,
"So worn and tempest riven.
"Be all his faults forgiven.
"Calm be his rest in heaven.
Whose soul was love."
Memorials like t l is were common in the last century. We
still see an occasional one in the papers of today, but Poe, who
said, "Nor would I abandon the hopes which still lead me on for
all tie gold in California," wrote his own farewell poem. It
was not a lament; it was a deed, bequeathing his ideal to posterity
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And, as Ms strength
Failed him at length.
He met a pilgrim shadow--
"Shadow," said he,
"Where can it be--
"This land of Eldorado?"
"Over the Mountains
"Of the Moon,
"Down the Valle??- of the Shadow,
"Ride, boldly ride,"
The shade replied,
"If you seek for Eldorado."
The new decade was started with the same purpose as they
had had before 1850, that "one grand desicrn--to subserve the
best interests of Woman," but those interests do not seem to
have been belles-lettres any lon^e^. The literary department
decreases in size and in quality, and costumer^, crochet, and
embroidery increase steadily in importance. There is very little
of literary interest, and a translation of a short treatment of
The Sphere of Woman , the original by Goethe; a sonnet, Absence .
by R. H. Stoddard; and a Song for a Temperance Dinner
.
wherein
0. W. Holmes speaks so warmly of wine
,
that he needs must refer
to the song in The Professor
.
whe^e he assures us that it was
not written "inter pocula," but "in the bosom of my family,
under the most tranquilizing domestic influences," are the only
pieces worthy of comment. Ho illustration in the twenty years
of existence is more interesting to a present reader, however
painful may be one’s regrets, than the illustration of an Anglo-
Grecian Villa, which appears, with plans, in volume forty of the
Lady ' s Book
.
The plans call fo -" a basement of nine rooms and a
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servants' hall; a first floor with six large rooms, a porch and
two verandas; a second floor, with four master chambers
,
a gal-
lery and a balcony; and an attic, in which there are four bed-
rooms. The estimated cost is 8500 dollars.
Decline is marked with an opulence of attractions. There
is a lithograph never to be forgot. Garlanded bv roses, forget-
me-nots, carnations, daisies, and other flowers, all in colors
that would be a surprise to nature and under a streamer bearing
the macric words Godey 1 s Lady 1 s Book, is a picture of a youth
climbiny a steep ascent. Though his booted feet are high above
the mighty emerald peaks in the background, they tread on grass
of tropical lushness. His hose are yellow, a mustard quality
that resolves itself into braid on his American Beauty red coat.
His hand, outstretched in the manner of a civilian salute reaches
far above and beyond, but he looks backward to encourage others
to follow, and in his left hand he bears a staff, a green pike
adorned with mustard tassels and wrapoed in a white banner that
carries one word--bi.it you have guessed it
.
right. Excelsior.’
Following are engravings in t v e Introduction of Christianity In-
to Britain
.
A. D. 177
.
the -P'limht of Time
,
while a muse inscribes
"Lady’s Book" on a stone tablet, a picture of an An.p-lo Grecian
Villa for Godey ’ s Lady ’
s
Book, and a Floral Bouquet .
We do not wonder that the readers of the Lady ’ s Book ex-
pressed a desire to 'now something about the editors of their
favorite magazine. We confess that we were eager to know more
about them., than we had ever found in the Lady ’ s Book. Like the
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contemporary readers, we had teen watching for a picture or
pictures of Mrs. ^ale and of Mr. Godey. Hopes are partly ful-
filled in the February issue, 1850, when the frontispiece is a
three-quarter length portrait of Mr. Godey. ^e is a very pros-
perous-looking gentleman, with round face and sideburns, and he
is dressed in elegant, though conservative, attire. Mrs. Hale
wrote a sketch about Godey, and, after an "intimate acquaintance
of many years," she praises him most generously, as a "high-
minded, generous, liberal-hearted, sincere man: a fast friend,
and a good citizen." Mrs, Hale does not ffive her readers any
information other than a "plain statement of notorious facts."
She says in part, "What Mr. Godey has promised to do, he has al-
ways done, and now he yields to the numerous calls of his sub-
scribers, and rives them a highly finished portrait of himself."
Pioneer and patron--generous and enthusiastic, can we wonder
that the people wanted a portrait of him? In 1850, we world
have been willing to have said with the writer of the sketch:
"May the time be long distant when he ceases to be a literary
caterer. But come that time when it may, authors, artists, and
the public will lose the service of a real friend.
Ten months later, in the December number, a Christmas gift
as it were, comes a page portrait of Godey ' s literary editor,
inscribed, --
"Truly your friend,
"Sarah J. Hale."
It is an oval picture of head and bust: she wears a black
dress cut low with a large V of white silk and white lace collar
rr
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pinned with an ornate brooch. Her hair is carted in the middle,
and three small curls hang stiffly on each side of her face.
She is seated, primly erect on a straight-backed chair, and is
dressed in black and white. Her face is well modelled, and her
countenance, apart from its conventional primness, reveals a
friendly, though not amiable, person. A young and amateur writei*
would have had less hesitancy in meeting the owner of the maga-
zine. Mr. Godey writes a short sketch to accompany her picture
but it is a little more than a brief account of her writings,
for she insisted that her history must not apnear in the Lad^~ *
s
Book
,
while she remained its editor. Godey is writing this
sketch, a return courtesy, and he finds it verv hard to recipro-
cate, and, at the same time, to comT)l7r with her request. He
gives a memorandum, "without commentary or criticism," and the
only freedom he allows himself is a short quotation from a news-
paper, which came timely to his hands while writing. In the
words of this newspaper, "Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, the lady editor,
is one of the most sensible and energetic of all the conductors
of the numerous magazines that are now published; and as she was
the pioneer in this species of literature, no one has had a
greater influence, or become more universally popular among her
country-women. Her success is richly deserved, and her energy,
devotions, and perseverance under circumstances the most trying,
afford a cheering example to her sex."
The 1850's according to Hawthorne were given over to "a
d d mob of scribbling women." Prom Liverpool, in 1850, he
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wrote his publisher, Ticknor, that he "should have no chance of
success while the public taste is occupied with their trash--
and should be ashamed of myself if I did succeed. 1 The causes
for crusading. Women’s Rights and the Slavery Question, result©
in a plethora of sentimental fiction. Mr. Pattee speaks more
understandingly than the Consul in Liverpool. With the per-
spective of years, he names this decade "The Feminine Fifties"
and finds it highly influential. Artemus Ward was gaining first
popularity with his humorous squibs. Walt Whitman and Herman
Melville were emerging. Philadelphia was no longer the centre
of literary influence. "With the swift decay of Federalism, the
golden age of Philadelphia came to a definite end. Though--
later Godey ’ s Lady ' s Book became almost a national institution--!
it (Philadelphia) succumbed to the tastes of Victorianism and
became the acknowledged home of 'female genius' that for years
fed the American reading public on cambric tea."-l-
The Lady ' s Book had reached a high standard, and, in its
field, had no worthy rival, but the days of glory were few after
1850, and much of the material published in it seems to have
little justification for its presence except that it does fill
space. With the fifties had come a new atmosphere. Hawthorne
had turned his back on the short-story which had deteriorated,
and, from now on, devoted his interests and energies to long
romances. Larper 1 s comes in 1850 and, three years later, Put-
-1-Parrington
,
Vernon Louis: Main Currents in American Thought
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; in 1857, appears the first number of the Atlantic Monthly#
Godey’s no longer claims the interest of the literary student,
v/ho has found rich fields with open gates in the new magazines,
and is impatient of the barren pastures he is leaving behind.
The days are full of excitement, and the air is tense with the
forebodings of war. The war comes, and with it the derangement
of a large part of the country’s business and social activities.
The Lady ’ s Book , however, is not lost in the turmoil of Civil
War days. Although the difficulties of financing publications
in those days proved insurmountable for many owners, Godey’s
always succeeds in business matters. The popular writers of its
former days have, in most part, vanished from its pages. In
1860, Godev editorializes: TTWe do not publish a mere story-book,
We seek to enlighten and instruct womankind. Mothers take it
for their daughters, whose Mothers t ook it for them. It is an
heirloom in families. If mere stories are wanted, outraging
Munchausen, you must subscribe to some other publication. Those
articles or fiction we do publish have all a moral tendency, and
won’t suit the readers of The Ensanguined Dagger
,
The Perils of
a Housemaid or The Benevolent Prince .
Nevertheless, there is always a heart-rending spectacle for
the fair reader. March, 1860, offers one of certain popularity#
"Lillian Whyte, pacing listlessly back and forth in her luxur-
ious dressing room, seemed ill at ease. With eyes upturned, as
if to avoid resting upon the elegant appointments profusely
strewn about her, and nervously twistin'? and twining the fair

hands together in every possible gesture of impatience, while
murmuring, half sadly and half earnestly, some couplets from the
tpsalm of Life,' she had more the air of a prisoner in, than the
independent mistress of, the stately brown-stone mansion whereof
this spacious dressing room v/as but the merest fraction, either
for size or elegance."
The magazine loses all interest for me, when Godey, from
his Arm-Chair, in 1862, calls attention to a novelty, tiger-skin
slippers, all the rage; and then he refers us to another page,
where
,
under the proper head, we could find the directions for
making them. Hair rings and hair bracelets are discussed, and,
within the first six months of 1863, that trying year for all
the nation, and particularly for Pennsylvania, when the energies
of the land should hove been devoted to the great cause in ques-
tion, there are printed in Godey ' s Book nearly fifty illustra-
tions, urging the ladies to do fancy braiding of cases for shav-
ing paper, cuffs, pincushions, shoes, slippers, and of watchcases,
dresses, cloaks, and lounging or smoking caps. The March, 1863,
issue carries an editorial on French books. Admitting the genius
of the authors, still the French novels are not to be read by
young ladies freed from the good restrictions of school and home,
"Why should American readers, who have such large scope for in-
nocent pleasure in the masterpieces of our own language, leave
these pure sources of improving amusement, and defile their minds
in the sloughs of French fiction, dealing chiefly with the most
debasing vices and disgusting miseries? French morality rarely
c'
rises above the earth. With their writers Science is the Savior
of Mankind, and human charity the great Purifier from sin.
After wading through one of these evil works of passion, pol-
lution, and false sentiment, it seems almost like walking into
Paradise to take up a healthy English or American novel."
1864, and Godey boasts a subscription list of 150,000.
After catering to the public for thirty-four yea^s, Godey real-
izes that he knows what kind of a publication his public wants.
Jith Mrs. Hale s co-operation, he perseveres in sunnlyinsr that
want until 1877. During the years of the war, "The oldest, the
best, and the cheapest magazine," "Useful, Ornamental, and In-
structive," quintupled in circulation. But its heyday was in
the past. Comfortably resting in his famous Arm-Chair, Godey,
according to his own statement in the January edition, 1866,
"feels no diminution of our vigour in prosecuting our amiable
enterprise, to amuse and instruct our fair countrywomen." He
reads on the back cover of his and America’s "Only Lady’s Book,"
advertisements of farms for sale in Illinois, where nine million
acres are being offered at prices from nine to sixty-five dollarii
and upwards per acre, with special inducements for the buyer.
The December issue, 1876, carried the swan song of the
famous partners, Mr. Godey and Mrs. Hale. They belong in any
history of magazine makers, have scarcely had in our day the
recognition their work merited. It is curious to note the long
years of service many magazine editors have enjoyed. Unlike
their more illustrious fellow-emigre to the Quaker City, Benja-
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min Franklin of Boston, whose puny, little magazine, The General
Magazine and Historical Chronicle for An the British Plantations
in America
.
had enjoyed only six months of life, the editors of
the Lady * s Book had grown old in service to their initial under-,
taking as residents of the City of Brotherly Love. Richard
Watson Glider was to he with the Century nearly forty years, and
Henry Mills Alden with Harper 1 s over fifty years. William Dean
Howells devoted sixteen years of his busy life to the Atlantic
.
and Walter Hines Page had long 7/ears of service with Forum .
Atlantic
.
and “orld * s “ork . Frank A. Munsey was to boast of his
publishing experience: "Forty years, fort^ failures, forty
millions." The Argosy
.
Peterson’s and later, Golden Argosy and
Peterson ’
s
were edited for juvenile consumption. Munsey * s Week-
ly
,
beginning 1889, became Munsey ' s Magazine
.
a monthly for the
adult class, in 1891. Munsey found the magazines of the late
nineteenth century unsatisfactory for a large reading public.
" They seemed made for anaemics and their editors editing for
them and not for their subscribers. Livinr in an artificial
literary world, they got out publications which woefully lacked
human interest."
Mr. Pattee in Pis study of American literature clearly
shows the difference between the thirties and the Munsey era.
"There is a similarity almost startling between the thirties
that saw the outburst of the nr d- century school and the vital
seventies that arose in reaction against it. The first era had
started with Emerson’s glorification of the American scholar,
.J
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Ithe second had glorified the man of action. The earlier neriod
was speculative, sermonic, dithyrambic
,
eloauent; the new Ameri-
can which now arose was cold, dispassionate, scientific, tolerant.
Both had arisen in storm and doubt and in protest arcainst the old
Both touched the people, the earlier era through the sentiments,
the later through the analytical and the dramatic faculties. In
the thirties had arisen Gode^ r * s Lady * s Book ; in the seventies
Scribner * s Monthly . "-1-
Issue one had appeared in January, 1830. With the name
changed to Godey * s Magazine in October, 1892, the monthly book
continues to be published for twenty years after the death of
Mr. Godey. The final volume, 137, was incomplete: onlv the July
and August issues were published in the second half of 1898. It
was then, merged with The Puritan . but it had lost much of its
character long before that time. Godey ' s apprenticeship in the
craftmanship of magazines had been brief, and neither he nor Mra
Hale possessed the qualifications necessary for producing great
and lasting artistic achievements. At a time when periodical
writing was playing a very large part in the literary activities
of the country, being the chief direction of nearly all literary
activity, except among the New England writers, scarcely anything
of importance made its initial appearance in Godey ' s . There are
certain reasons for this sign of literary mediocrity. We have
pointed out that much attention was devoted to the fashions and
-1-Pattee, Fred Lewis: A History of American Literature Since
1870
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,
and the better class of writers hesitated to write
for a magazine not considered the most dignified medium of pub-
lication for their writings. Composition, moreover, for many ot
Godey ’ s contributors, seems to be nothing more than a pastime,
an accomplishment to which one may devote hours of recreation.
Beginners were always encouraged by Godey and Mrs. Hale, and thd
amateurishness and grandiloquence of their work produced an in-
ferior quality of publication, a fact which meg’ have deterred
many from making contributions. We have seen that the Lady 1 s
Book encouraged many to write without expecting any compensation
other than the honor of acceptance, and the absence of notarorthr?
material is perhaps due to the poor payment made to even the mo£
distinguished contributors. In the heights of its glor^r it did
command a few original contributions from writers of the himhestj
rank, but the years of literary prestige v.ere few, and much of
its popularity was gone before its submergence. Perhaps many of
its readers considered it to be a literary magazine, because it
was so well known, but its influence on popular tastes had to
end with the age to which it belonged, and make way for its fol-
lowers, the most popular and, in many ways, most similar of then)
being the Ladies ' Home Journal
.
started in the same community,
in 1883. Like its predecessor, Godey 1 s
,
it emphasized the house*-
hold arts, and published a type of literature, dependent in large
part for its success upon its sentimental appeal. It is certain
that Mrs. Hale and Godey must have been aware of their magazine t e
literary mediocrity. Though they continue to "enlighten and in-*
.-
‘
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.
struct womankind," the Lady * s Book soon became a heirloom in
families, and, in its latter years, mothers took it for their
daughters chiefly because their mothers had taken it for them.
"The watchword of the magazine was tact," writes Millicent
Snow; "and it made the housewife a dignified person. "-1- Philo-
sophy for her mind, poetry for her soul, and helpful hints for
an improved domesticity were all a part of Mrs. Kale’s purpose.
She edited five hundred seventy-one issues of the magazine, and
it was only after her retirement that we read fiction titles,
such as A Trap to Catch an Heiress and A Rosebud Garden of Girls;
or find mention of underwear, chemises, and stockings. Women
did not have legs in Mrs. Hale's day. By 1875 the pendulum was
about ready to swing again. Women in 1800 suffered from "muslin
disease" for a smart woman's clothes were weighed in ounces. By
1860, it was in pounds, with a flannel petticoat, an under-
petticoat, a wadded petticoat, a white starched petticoat, two
muslin petticoats, and a dress. Little wonder that Richardson
Wright calls Mrs. Hale "The Madonna in Bustles ".-2- She did
wear bustles and pantalets and crinolines, but her mind was not
wrapped like her body. There was no chance for cotton packing
in her head. She was too actively concerned for woman's mental
emancipation and economic equality. She was a reformer, a pro-
moter, an enthusiast, actively engaged in a multitude of good
-1-Snow, Millicent: Mr. Godey ' s Lady Editor, American Home, April,
1936.
-2-Wright, Richardson Little: Forgotten Ladies.
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causes that sprung from her mind <^rew up in her day.
Moore was not guilty of overstatement when, in 1886, he
Mrs. Hale "one of the remarkable women of her aye.' 1
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John W,
called
The monthly gift book, much to the surprise of the public,
had outlived the year of its nativity. Its management was in
the lands of one who understood the want of the time, and sup-
plied it. Nearly half a century had passed before the publisher
of Godey * s Lady * s Book withdrew from the work of supplying the
want he had found in 1830. In that period many changes were mad 3
in the gift book, and a host of writers had made contributions.
Most of these writers and their work have passed into oblivion,
and are known today only as a part of that long list of populari-r
ties, who achieved success in their own generation, and were for-
gotten by the next. The collected volumes provide a social re-
view of the preceding century. Here are the customs and folklore,
the conventions and the points-of-view of a bygone United States*
We call the age Victorian, and it was just that, the finest peri^
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od woman had ever enjoyed since the beginnings of the human
record. Compared to the forties, fifties, and sixties of the
last century, woman’s earlier sphere was deplorable. Woman was
in revolt in that day, making social history just as rapidly as
she has done in the more sophisticated twentieth century; and
Mrs. Hale was the equal of Mrs. Roosevelt in her diverse inter-
ests and catholicity of good impulses. Mrs. -^ale and her maga-
zine seem sedate to us, but both she and the Lady ' s Book were
often leading revolutionary causes or lending support to some
radical change, such as her co-operation with Dr. Lowell Mason,
who, a progressive in education, started the movement in the
States of making singing a part of a child’s education.
If the period shows at times a lack of directness, a ten-
dency to euphuism, it is because the people did not like direct-
ness. The atmosphere of the age was not musty to t' e persons
living it is, conscious of and satisfied in tleir elegant ideal-
ism. The three graces were chastity, morality, and sympathy.
Possibly they do not inspire fco3~reat intensity of emotion or
thought. Pretty poems, stories, and essays abound, with a laver^
der and old lace charm. Nothing is uncertain or indelicate, but
all is pure as the driven snow. The plates, delicate water col-
ors of careful poses, are an important part of the panorama of
life that one discovers in Godev’s. We learn that these wooden-
limbed cavaliers and swan-necked ladies are only fashion's models
that they serve the interests of a people as real as our own
friends, and equally sure of their good taste.
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Dr. Holmes, in the first paper of the Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table, satirizes the current iction. It is sentimental.
Happiness ever awaited virtue. Joy always comes in the morning.
Dandified writing and stock properties, however, are not oecu-
liarly American in the period under discussion. One only has to
think of Byron, Bulwer-Lytton
,
and Disraeli. Margaret Puller,
were she criticizing the current periodicals rather than those
of the 1840’s, might find ours more unwholesome than theirs,
"flimsy beyond any texture that was ever spun or even dreamed of
in any other age or country. They are said to be written for
the seamstresses Take them generally, them are calculated
to be a positive injury to the public mind."
The poetry fares no better, either by our standards or by
those of the literary experts of Godev ' s time. The North Ameri-
can Review in January, 1829, featured an article on The Decline
of Poetry . Beginning as a defense of Lord Byron and as a deli-
ciously frank criticism of Leigh Hunt, the essayist soon arrives
at his main argument. "The world is grown bustling and con-
sequential, and seems disposed to give over the whole department
of imagination to those who have nothing else to do. This, how-
ever, is far from being an evidence of real improvement." Cer-
tainly poetry reached no peaks of song, no realms of gold in the
Lady ’ s Book
.
where poetry is sweet, sad, and hopeful, and ultra-
feminine. All sorts of extravagances from inexperienced and un-
certain pens, conscious imitations with affected originality,
and obscure and prosaic verses lacking emotional, intellectual,
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and aesthetic appeals--these are our impressions after a winter
reading. No poem appearing originally in Godey * s Lady * s Book
is worth remembering or inclusion in an anthology.
Occasionally there were book-reviews that were scholarly
and displayed a knowledge of current literature and its worth,
but most are the perfunctory work of a literary editor, and withjr
out claim for distinction. One can find little trace of the
real literary current of the nineteenth century* It may be that
Godey was too well rewarded for his work. Though not indolent,
he may have been swept away from the purpose of producing a
truly literary magazine. The later yea^s of his co-worker, Mrs.
Hale, show tendencies that make her literary activity seem al-
most mechanical. The organ of her success is well-known to her,
and she sees no new horizon toward which she may strive. The
result is a heaviness of style and poorer writing that is often
crabbed and morose, not gentle and sweet. The early periodical
played a large part in the successful evolution of our national
literature.. The periodical has always been intimately related
to the general literature, but many of the -periodicals give
secondary consideration to literature, and none more than did
Godey’s, that had to treat so many themes now relegated to special
periodicals. Godey* s had to be educational in a sense that a
magazine need hot today. Special periodicals and the daily and
the weekly press supply for us many of the features of the Lady *s
Book .
It is impossible for us to measure with much accuracy the
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Abstract
For the "United States the nineteenth century was an aye of
expansion. A student of political, social, or literary problems
between the years 1810 and 1870 finds this period one of the
richest in our history. Of particular interest for this study
is the "flowering" of American literature, with emphasis on the
almost forgotten role played by the most widely read periodical
published in the 1800’s. Successful beyond the most extravagant
hopes ever entertained by the founders of other annuals, gift
books, and literary monthlies was Godey 1 s Lady 1 3 Book , appearing
regularly from 1830 to 1898 and owned and managed by its founder^
Louis A. Godey, for forty-seven years. Like an earlier adopted
citizen of Philadelphia, Benjamin Franklin of Boston, Godey,
born in New York, played an important role in the cultural life
of the Quaker City and amassed a greater fortune, though a less
enduring fame, than the eighteenth Centura printer.
Books were comparatively scarce in that time and magazines
were popular not only with the readers but also with writers
looking for a medium of publication. Godey ’ s , however, failed
to publish very many articles of distinction. M©n of letters
found the fashions and other features of his periodical distaste-
ful, and they did not relish selling their wares for his nig-
gardly fees. One would have no great success in looking for our
best periodical literature today in the Ladies ’ Home Journal :
a reader who hopes to find the best writing of the previous cen-
tury need not 20 to the Lady * s Book.
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For a study of the social backgrounds of the time, the
customs and conventions, the ideals and foibles, and the emer-
gence of woman from the home, with her interests and tastes, the
magazine is invaluable. Then, too, it is t v e medium for one of
the most actively engaged women in our nation's history, Mrs.
Sarah Josepha Hale. For ler time, she is as revolutionary in
reform and as catholic in her impulses as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
If we look with pitying scorn on the Victorian woman, we ought
not to forget that the change in woman’s sphere in our own time
is no greater than the improvement wrought in her life during
the last century.
It was a magazine for the ladies and it aimed to attain
higher moral and intellectual standards through addressing the
affections. In its poems, stories, and articles emphasis is on
the sentimental appeal. Only during the few years of its high-
est glory did it command original contributions from writers of
the highest rank, and there v/ere few of them to give literary
prestige. Most important were from the economically harrassed
Edgar Allen Poe, whose Literati of New York appeared in Godey's.
The best years v/ere the forties. After that, the magazine
becomes increasingly extravagant in its objectives. The con-
tents are more 'feminine 1 and, consequently, duller reading.
‘With popularity established, the publisher and his lad?/- editor
apparently rest on their laurels, bringing out the Book regular-
ly and somewhat mechanically. They slways succeed in business
matters, and should be given credit for encouraging beginners to
-'
*
.
*
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t f
write, although compensation for them was rarely more than the
honor of acceptance.
Household arts, including fashions, fancy work, and cooking
helps, were a part of the magazine. A constant reader could not
fail to improve her mind and enrich her life by attention to the
articles on music and the other arts. She learned of hospita-
lity, etiquette, and personal adornment. She collected a great
variety of interesting tidbits on personalities and distant
places, and a resevoir of curious information to enhance her
conversation. The Lady ’ s Book was an outlet for the housewife
and her daughters before the advent of women’s clubs and Del-
phian Societies. No wonder that an age with few household maga-
zines and no motion pictures, radio, and Sunday rotogravure
welcomed its every issue. Godey was rendering a great service.
To a present-day reader the magazine has considerable in-
terest. The past is restored. He finds himself living in yes-
terday’s home, and he enjoys an intimacy with his ancestors that
previously has been denied him. Although Godey ’s does not give
a complete picture of their age, there is provided a panorama
of the commonplace that is richly colored and altogether delight/'
ful. Not denying the showy pretensions and marked literary in-
adequacies of Godey ' s Lady ' s Book
,
one condones its shortcomings
and praises it for what it is, the outstanding periodical suc-
cess of the nineteenth century.
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